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The campus community joins us in wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.  As we celebrate the birth of our Lord and Savior, we wish for each of you
and your families a season filled with meaning and joy.  May God’s richest blessings
be yours in great abundance during this holiday and throughout the new year.
— Jim and Martie Bultman
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Once again, the Social
Activities Committee
(SAC) has been honored
for excellence.
The National Association of Campus
Activities (NACA) at its Mid America
regional conference in Covington, Ky., on
Saturday, Oct. 16, presented SAC with the
overall regional “Excellence in
Programming Award.”  SAC also received
recognition as an outstanding delegation
and an award for graphic design.
The region includes approximately 130
colleges and universities in Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and West
Virginia.  Through the years SAC has
received several awards at the regional and
national level, including the regional
“Excellence in Programming Award” in
2002 and the national “Excellence in
Programming Award” in 1994.
SAC programs social activities of an all-
campus nature, including Homecoming
events; a weekly film series; a weekly coffee-
house; comedians and other entertainers;
dances including the annual Fantasia
formal; and off-campus trips for activities
including skiing, and to locations such as
amusement parks and other sites of interest.
SAC organized 247 events last year.
The region presents a variety of awards
based on three budget levels: less than
$35,000, $35,000 to $75,000, and $75,000 and
above.  SAC was honored on Oct. 16 in the
highest category, which includes institu-
tions much larger than Hope.
The “Excellence in Programming
Award,” based on an initial written submis-
sion and then a presentation during the
conference, recognizes SAC for its 2003-04
programming year.  Criteria included effec-
tive use of resources, promotion of the
program to students, student involvement
in planning and implementation, clarity and
achievement of the program’s goals, and
effective program evaluation.
The “All-Star Delegation” award recog-
nized the Hope contingent that attended the
conference for qualities such as active and
enthusiastic participation, and school spirit.
The graphic award honored SAC for a
Nalgene beverage bottle that featured a
listing of the organization’s fall 2003 events.
The directors of SAC last year were senior
Sara Burns of Naperville, Ill., and Dan
Morrison ’04 of Pickford, Mich.  Burns is
also co-directing SAC this year with junior
Kathryn Randa of Naperville.  The group’s
advisor is Diana Breclaw, who is assistant
dean of students for residential life and
student activities at Hope.
Students attending the conference were
Burns, sophomore Mark Dykema of
Holland, Mich.; sophomore Josh Payne of
New Baltimore, Mich.; Randa; junior
Rachelle Ruark of Canton, Mich.; and junior
Rebecca Shubert of Novi, Mich.
Formed in 1960, NACA is the nation’s
largest collegiate organization for campus
activities.  NACA has nearly 1,100 member
colleges and universities, and hundreds of
associate member talent agencies, perform-
ers and product specialty firms working in
the college market.  NACA members are
grouped within seven regions in the U.S.
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Quote, unquote is an
eclectic sampling of things
said at and about Hope
College.
The college’s 23rd annual Critical Issues
Symposium examined “Race and Opportunity:
Echoes of Brown v. Board of Education,” and ran
Tuesday-Wednesday, Sept. 28-29.
The featured speakers included the Rev. Peter
Gomes, who is the Plummer Professor of
Christian Morals and Pusey Minister in The
Memorial Church at Harvard University.  Rev.
Gomes presented the opening keynote and a
follow-up focus session, and delivered the sermon
during the chapel service that closed the two-day
event. Excerpts from the sermon follow.
“I have been delighted with what I have
found:  a lively center of intellectual and spir-
itual enterprise, filled with a competent and
devoted faculty and bright, eager, able stu-
dents.  This is as close to heaven as many of
us in this life are likely to get.  That may be a
disappointment to some of you, but I invite
you to consider the alternatives.
“In many colleges of the age of Hope
College, the geography of the place tells it all.
It is true of my college at Bates.  It is true very
much of Harvard.  And I discovered to my
delight that it is true here.
“The geography tells everything.  The
chapel and the library are not very far
removed from one another.  Harvard Yard,
for example, has at its northern end the large
and hard-to-avoid Memorial Church—the
place in which I labor.  And opposite is the
largest university library in the world,
Widener Library.  So, too, was it at Bates
College, where I was an undergraduate.  The
chapel was at one end of the principal quad-
rangle, and across the other side was the
library.
“And in most Christian colleges, or col-
leges with Christian origins, that connection
between the library, the life of the mind, and
the chapel, the life of the spirit, was inten-
tional.  They were not meant to block one
another out.  One was not the repudiation of
the other.  But both of them were the pillars
upon which a liberal arts education and a
college worthy of the name stood.
“Religion and the life of the mind are not
antagonists.  They have everything to do
with one another.  And in each place, the
library as a temple to secular wisdom, and
the chapel as a place of spiritual aspiration,
good hearts and minds are meant to blend
and mix.
“And so it pleased me more than words to
discover that, to some very large extent, that
same geography obtains here at Hope.  And
why should it not?  Because your founders
were committed to the life of the mind and
the life of the spirit.  And it thrills me to see
that that inheritance has not been neglected
here, but cultivated and celebrated.
“And it is right that there should be a third
dimension to that of life of the mind and life
of the spirit, and that is a responsible place in
the affairs of the world.  That is what I take it
that these conferences for 23 years have tried
to do with great and enormous issues among
students and faculty and outside visitors
such as myself at Hope.
“And it seems to me that these great issues
of the day, all 23 years’ worth of them, benefit
from an institution that is grounded both in
the library and laboratories, and in the
chapel.  Where these two places work togeth-
er, there is hope for the third.  Where these
two are antagonistic or are at odds with one
another, there is no hope for the third.
“And so I leave you thrilled with what I
find here:  lively minds and loving hearts
attempting with every resource at your
command to discern what it means to be a
loving, thinking, responsible Christian in a
needy, demanding and confusing world.”
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Hope College is committed to the concept of
equal rights, equal opportunities and equal
protection under the law. Hope College admits
students of any race, color, national and ethnic
origin, sex, creed or disability to all the rights,
privileges, programs and activities generally
accorded or made available to students at
Hope College, including the administration of
its educational policies, admission policies,
and athletic and other school-administered
programs. With regard to employment, the
College complies with all legal requirements
prohibiting discrimination in employment.
On the cover
In honor of the holiday season, our main image features a collection of current and
vintage Hope ornaments.  news from Hope College wishes a Merry Christmas to all in
the Hope family!
At top center, Dr. Tim Laman ’83, biologist and National Geographic photographer,
speaks while at Hope in October.  Please see page 20.
At top right is a moment in women’s soccer from the fall sports season. 
Student group named the best
Volume 36, No. 3 December 2004
“Quote, unquote”
Overall excellence in programming
earned best-in-region honors for the
student-run Social Activities Committee.
Pictured is a moment from the annual
spring festival, scheduled on the last day
of classes each year.
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ALUMNUS HONORED: The alumni
H-Club has presented its “Hope for
Humanity Award” to Dr. Vern Boersma
’44, who practiced medicine in Holland,
Mich., for more than three decades.
The award, first presented in 1990, rec-
ognizes Hope athletic alumni for consistent
service to others and demonstrating the
values of Christian commitment and
service.  The H-Club consists of Hope
alumni who were athletic letter winners
and other honorary letter winners as
approved by the H-Club’s Board of
Directors.  The group honored Dr. Boersma
on Saturday, Oct. 9, during its annual
Homecoming luncheon.
He practiced medicine in Holland until
retiring in 1987.  In addition to conducting
his practice, he donated medical services to
numerous community organizations.  His
service included organizing the Ottawa
County Migrant Health Clinic, of which he
was medical director for 25 years.
Dr. Boersma’s local involvement has
also included serving as a member of the
boards of the Community Foundation,
Resthaven, the Good Samaritan Center and
Community Action House.  He is a
member of Hope Church, where he served
on consistory multiple times, and for six
years was on the General Program Council
of the Reformed Church in America.  He is
also a member of the Holland Rotary Club.
He has remained active in the life of the
college in numerous ways.  He was instru-
mental in establishing the Health Clinic at
Hope, and provided medical services to
Hope students for 20 years in addition to
serving as the college’s athletic team physi-
cian from 1983 to 1987.  He was a founding
member of the college’s Second Century
Club in the 1960s and of the Hope
Academy of Senior Professionals (HASP)
in the 1980s.
His wife is Lois Hinkamp ’44 Boersma.
They have three children: Tim ’73, Robert
and Mary.
LASER CO-OP: Hope is part of a group
of colleges and universities that are
working together to provide their under-
graduates with new opportunities in laser
research through a shared grant from the
National Science Foundation (NSF).
Hope, Calvin and Kalamazoo colleges,
and the University of Wisconsin at Eau
Claire, will all share, round-robin, a trans-
portable pulse laser system being
purchased through a $241,000 grant from
the NSF.  The four schools are partnering
with Purdue University, which will host
workshops and provide technical support.
Hope’s involvement is being coordinat-
ed by Dr. William F. Polik, who is the
Edward and Elizabeth Hofma Professor of
Chemistry at Hope. Dr. Polik and the Hope
students working with him will use the
new equipment to measure how reactant
molecules combine to form new product
molecules.  They will also be testing theo-
ries of chemical reactivity which can be
modeled with Hope’s new supercomputer.
According to Dr. Polik, each of the four
institutions is responsible for developing a
different aspect of the laser and its atten-
dant equipment.  The first related support
equipment will arrive at Hope this
summer, with the laser following in two
years, matching Dr. Polik’s timetable for
the experiments he intends to run.
Faculty Kudos:
Miguel De La Torre, assistant professor
of religion, is author or editor of three
recently published books that explore topics
in religion.
The books are Santeria: The Beliefs and
Rituals of a Growing Religion in America, by
the William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company of Grand Rapids; Doing Christian
Ethics from the Margins, by Orbis Books of
Maryknoll, N.Y.; and Handbook of U.S.
Theologies of Liberation, by Chalice Press of
St. Louis, Mo.
In Santeria: The Beliefs and Rituals of a
Growing Religion in America, Dr. De La Torre
describes Santeria as a little-known and
often underground religious tradition with
close to a million adherents in the United
States.  It is, he explains, an Afro-Cuban reli-
gion that arose out of the cultural clash of
Christianity and African Yoruba beliefs that
occurred when slaves were brought to the
Americas.
In the book, Dr. De La Torre, who grew
up in the religion, seeks to provide a basic
understanding of Santeria’s inner workings.
He explains the worldview, myths, rituals
and practices of Santeria, and sheds light on
what role the religion typically plays in the
life of its practitioners as well as the cultural
influence it continues to exert in Hispanic
communities.  He also provides insight into
how Christianity and Santeria can enter into
dialogue.
Doing Christian Ethics from the Margins
introduces readers from a broad range of
ethical issues from the perspective of mar-
ginalized peoples.  It explores marginalized
views of global issues like poverty, war and
the environment, as well as business issues
such as corporate accountability and affir-
mative action.
In addition to a section focused on
ethical theory, the book includes case
studies on global relationships, national
relationships and business relationships.
Handbook of U.S. Theologies of Liberation,
which Dr. De La Torre edited, explores
Christian concepts and the interrelationship
between religion, community and culture
from the perspective of U.S. marginalized
communities. The book also distinguishes
the differences and similarities between the
U.S. theologies and their Latin American
counterparts.
In addition to editing the volume, Dr. De
La Torre authored a chapter on scripture.
Also among the book’s two dozen contribu-
tors is Dr. Steve Bouma-Prediger ’79 of the
Hope religion faculty, who wrote a chapter
on environmental racism.
Judy Hillman of the art faculty and
Mark Cook ’73 of the college’s book store
Campus Notes
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State group honors dance prof
Maxine DeBruyn of
the dance faculty has
received a Lifetime
Achievement Award for
her work in dance
education.
The award was presented by the
Michigan Dance Council in cooperation
with the National Dance Education
Organization.  Professor DeBruyn and
other honorees were recognized during a
reception on Saturday, Oct. 23, in conjunc-
tion with the 2004 conference of the
National Dance Education Organization,
held in East Lansing at Michigan State
University.
Professor DeBruyn is the Dorothy
Wiley De Long Professor of Dance and
chairperson of the department at the
college.  She began her career in dance in
1959 as a high school dance and physical
education teacher.  She joined the Hope
faculty in 1965, and pioneered dance at
the college with a single course. In the
years since, she has helped build the
program to a full department that offers
three majors and a minor. Professional
companies affiliated with the college and
Hope students present a number of dance
concerts during each school year.
In addition to playing a leadership role
in developing the college’s dance
program, she has been active in profes-
sional associations and dance education
locally to nationally. Her professional
activities through the years have ranged
from serving as a U.S. representative to
the International Board of Dance and the
Child International, a member of the
Counseil International de la Danse,
UNESCO, Paris; to serving as vice chair of
the Michigan Council for the Arts and
Cultural Affairs; to chairing the statewide
Task Force on Creativity, Arts and
Cultural Education; to serving as director
of the National Association of Schools of
Dance. She has held a number of leader-
ship roles with the American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance (AAHPERD), and is a past
president of AAHPERD’s Midwest
District.
Among other recognition through the
years, Professor DeBruyn received the
“Honor Award” from the Michigan
Association of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance in 2000 and from
the Midwest District of AAHPERD in
1999; the Midwest District’s Meritorious
Service Award in both 1996 and 1998; a
recognition award from the Midwest
District for service and leadership in 1988;
and a service and leadership award from
AAHPERD in 1987. She received a
Presidential Citation from the National
Dance Association for dance assessment
in 1992. In 1989, her work in the arts was
cited in the U.S. Congressional Record
and in a Joint Concurrent Resolution from
the State of Michigan Legislature.
Hope presented her with the Ruth and
John Reed Faculty Achievement Award in
2001. The college’s Alumni H-Club, com-
prised of former student athletes, honored
her in both 1985 and 1996.
The Michigan Dance Council is a non-
profit organization that, through
networking and advocacy, links all the
various components that make up the
diverse Michigan dance community.
MDC’s goal is to make dance an integral
part of each person’s life by supporting
performance and educational opportuni-
ties, promoting audience development
and preserving the legacy of Michigan
dance.  During the program on October
23, MDC honored a total of 15 dance edu-
cators with Lifetime Achievement
Awards and also gave special recognition
to dance contributor Maggie Allesee.
The National Dance Education
Organization, also a nonprofit organiza-
tion, is dedicated to promoting standards
of excellence in dance education by pro-
viding dance artists and dance educators
with a network of resources and support,
a base for advocacy, and access to pro-
grams and projects that focus on the
importance of dance.  The NDEO works to
advance knowledge in the field of dance
education, encourages research and prac-
tical application, and promotes quality
instruction in dance arts education con-
ducted by qualified teachers of dance.
A member of the Hope faculty since 1965, Maxine De Bruyn (foreground) has played
a leadership role in dance education at Hope and far beyond.  She received
statewide recognition through a Lifetime Achievement Award in October.
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Jan. 9, Sunday—Residence halls open, noon
Jan. 11, Tuesday—Classes begin, 8 a.m.
Feb. 11, Friday—Winter Recess begins, 6 p.m.
Feb. 16, Wednesday—Winter Recess ends, 8 a.m.
Campus Visits: The Admissions Office is open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays, and from 9 a.m. until noon on
Saturdays.  Tours and admissions interviews are available
during the summer as well as the school year.
Appointments are recommended.
Visitation Days offer specific programs for prospective
students, including transfers and high school juniors and
seniors.  The programs show students and their parents a
typical day in the life of a Hope student. The remaining
days for 2004-05 are: Monday, Jan. 17; Friday, Feb. 4;
Monday, Feb. 21; Friday, March 4
Junior Days: Three Fridays: April 1, April 15, April 22
Pre-Professional Day: Wednesday, May 25
For further information, please call (616) 395-7850, or toll free
1-800-968-7850; check on-line at www.hope.edu/admissions; or
write:  Hope College Admissions Office; 69 E. 10th St.; PO Box
9000; Holland, MI; 49422-9000.
InSync Dance Theatre—Friday-Saturday, Jan. 21-22
Knickerbocker Theatare, 8 p.m.
Tickets are $7 for regular adult admission and $5 for senior
citizens and students, and will be available at the door.
Dance 31—Thursday-Saturday, March 10-12
DeWitt Center main theatre, 8 p.m.
Ticket information will be announced in the next issue.
“Juried Student Show”—Through Friday, Jan. 7
Work by Hope students.
“Cultural Reflections: Inuit Art”—Monday, Jan. 24-
Thursday, March 17
There will be an opening reception on Friday, Jan. 28,
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
The gallery's hours will be reduced beginning Dec. 13 through
Jan. 7, including being closed on weekends, Thursday evenings,
Dec. 24, Dec. 27-31 and Jan. 3. Please call the gallery at (616)
395-7500 for more information. Admission is free.
St. Lawrence String Quartet—Wednesday, Jan. 19:  with
Todd Palmer, clarinet, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 7:30 p.m.
Nnenna Freelon—Friday, Feb. 25:  Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 7:30 p.m.
Individual tickets for Great Performance Series events are $14
for regular adult admission, $12 for senior citizens and members
of the Hope faculty and staff, and $5 for children under 18 and
Hope students.  Tickets will be sold at the theatre lobby box office
in the DeWitt Center.  The box office is open weekdays from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., and can be called at (616) 395-7890. 
The Icefishing Play—Friday, Feb. 18, and Wednesday-
Saturday, Feb. 23-26
DeWitt Center, main theatre, 8 p.m.
By Kevin Kling
Freezing Paradise—Saturday, Feb. 19
DeWitt Center, main theatre, 8 p.m.
A one-person play written and performed by Kevin
Kling.
Tickets  for The Icefishing Play are $7 for regular admission,
$5 for Hope faculty and staff, and $4 for senior citizens and stu-
dents. Tickets for Freezing Paradise are $10 for the general
public and $5 for Hope students. Tickets will be available two
weeks before the productions open.  The ticket office is open
weekdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and until 8 p.m. on perfor-
mance nights, and may be called at (616) 395-7890.
Updates on events, news and athletics at Hope may be
obtained 24 hours a day by calling (616) 395-7888.
Gospel Fest—Saturday, Jan. 15:  Dimnent Memorial Chapel,
1 p.m.  Admission is free.
Meredith Arwady ‘00, Mezzo-Soprano—Friday, Jan. 21:
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 7:30 p.m.  Tickets are $10 for the
general public and $5 for the Hope community, and will be
available at the box office beginning Jan. 11.
Concerto/Aria Concert—Friday, Jan. 28:  Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 7:30 p.m.  Admission is free.
Delta Omicron “Family Concert”—Saturday, Jan. 29:  Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 3 p.m.  Admission is free.
Symphonette Concert—Friday, Feb. 4:  Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 7:30 p.m.  Admission is free.
Paul Vondiziano and Carlos de la Barrera, Classical
Guitarists—Saturday, Feb. 5:  Knickerbocker Theatre, 7:30
p.m.  Tickets are $10 for the general public and $5 for the
Hope community, senior citizens and students, and will be
available at the box office beginning Jan. 11.
Faculty Recital Series—Sunday, Feb. 6:  Wichers Auditorium
of Nykerk Hall of Music, 3 p.m.  Admission is free.
Holland Wind Players—Tuesday, Feb. 8:  Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 7:30 p.m.  Tickets are $14 for regular admission, $12
for senior citizens and members of the Hope faculty and staff,
and $5 for children under 18 and Hope students.  Tickets will
be available at the box office beginning Jan. 11.
Jazz Chamber Ensemble and Jazz Ensemble Concert—
Wednesday, Feb. 9: Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
Musical Showcase—Monday, March 7: DeVos Hall, Grand
Rapids, Mich., 8 p.m.  Tickets are $10, and will be available
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 8, at the public relations office,
(616) 395-7860.
The box office, in the theatre lobby in the DeWitt Center, is
open weekdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and can be called at (616)
395-7890.
Tuesday, Feb. 1—Mark Jarman, poet
The reading will be at the Knickerbocker Theatre beginning at 7
p.m., with live music by the Hope College Jazz Chamber
Ensemble beginning at 6:30 p.m.  Admission is free.  
Regional Events
Satellite Basketball Gatherings—Saturday, Jan. 22
Get-togethers around the country to watch live cov-
erage of the 3 p.m. Hope-at-Calvin men’s basketball
game.  Please contact the Office of Alumni and Parent
Relations for details.
Stewart, Fla.—Thursday, Feb. 3
Sarasota, Fla.—Tuesday, Feb. 8
Naples, Fla.—Thursday, Feb. 10
Luncheons with President James Bultman ’63, Martie
Tucker ’63 Bultman and Mary Boelkins ’96
Remenschneider, director of alumni relations. Please
contact the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations for
details.
Winter Happening—Saturday, Jan. 29
Please see the advertisement on page 14 for more infor-
mation.
Alumni Weekend—Friday-Sunday, May 6-8
Includes reunions for every fifth class, ’40 through ’80.
Alumni Trip—June 11-25
An educational trip through northern Italy for alumni
and friends of the college, led by Dr. John Quinn, asso-
ciate professor of classics.  Please see the story on page
12 for more information.
For more information concerning the above events, please call
the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations at (616) 395-7250 or
the Office of Public and Community Relations at (616) 395-
7860, or visit the Alumni Association Web site at:
www.hope.edu/alumni/
Celebration of Undergraduate Research and Creative
Performance—Friday, Jan. 28
The event will include a keynote address by Dr. James
Gentile, dean for the natural sciences, at 1:30 p.m. in the
DeWitt Center main theatre, and student presentations
concerning their research and creative work from 3 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in the main ballroom of the Haworth Inn and
Conference Center.
Honors Convocation—Thursday, April 28
Baccalaureate and Commencement—Sunday, May 8
Admissions
De Pree Gallery
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Legacies: A Vision of Hope
Give the future
Legacies: A Vision of Hope isn’t just the name of the campaign,
it’s an idea.
It’s the idea that the support
provided by one generation
sustains and builds the Hope
College experienced by the
next—and the next after that,
ad infinitum.  A gift to the
campaign will make a real
difference in thousands of
lives for decades to come.
But please hurry:  the books
close on the historic campaign
at the end of the month.
Legacies: A Vision of Hope is affecting
every department and every student.
The campaign has four major initiatives:
• to build a new science center and
renovate the Peale Science Center;
• to increase the endowment to provide
ongoing support for college operations
and programs;
Burgeoning brickwork adds a hint of finish to the Martha Miller Center for Global Communication, which will house
the departments of communication and modern and classical languages, and the offices of international education
and multicultural life.
A spectator facility designed with the entire community in mind, the DeVos Fieldhouse takes shape as the
steelwork sprouts from the poured concrete walls.  The building will be home court for men’s and women’s
basketball, and will house the department of kinesiology and the athletic training program.
• and to build the DeVos Fieldhouse, to
help meet spectator facility needs for
the college and Holland.
Gifts can be made by credit card on the
college’s secure giving page or by
calling the college at (616) 395-7865,
through stock transferral, or by mailing
a check or money order (payable to
Hope College) to:  Hope College;
Advancement Services; PO Box 9000;
Holland, MI  49422-9000.
For additional information, please
contact the Office of College
Advancement at (616) 395-7775, e-mail
advancement@hope.edu or visit
www.hope.edu/giving/legacies/
• a variety of campus improvements, most
notably to build the Martha Miller Center 
for Global Communication;
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Christmas Vespers
The Joint Archives of
Holland and the A.C. Van
Raalte Institute are sharing
new quarters in a move
designed to enhance their
accessibility and historical
research.
The two programs moved this fall into
the college’s new Henri and Eleonore Theil
Research Center, located at 9 E. 10th St.
Dedication activities were held on Monday,
Oct. 25.
The Joint Archives of Holland was previ-
ously housed on the ground level of the Van
Wylen Library and the A.C. Van Raalte
Institute was based in the 100 East building
on Eighth Street.
While they were pleased with their
former locations, the directors of both the
archives and the institute are enthusiastic
about the new space, and about the
increased opportunities they now have to
work together.
“Our former home in the library was
outstanding and had served well since the
Joint Archives opened, but we’re excited
about what the Theil Research Center is
going to make possible,” said Geoffrey
Reynolds, director of the Joint Archives of
Holland, which contains materials about
Hope and Western Theological Seminary, in
addition to preserving information concern-
ing other aspects of local history.  
The scholars involved with the Van
Raalte Institute are themselves active in
research at the archives.  Dr. Jacob E.
Nyenhuis, the institute’s director, sees mul-
tiple benefits in housing the programs
together.
“The members of the Van Raalte Institute
use the archives as a vital part of our
research efforts because they contain many
of the records essential for the kind of
research that we carry on,” he said.  “At the
same time, our research interests reinforce
the work of the archives and our publica-
tions help demonstrate the importance of
preserving records and other materials for
use by historians and other scholars as they
explore where we came from, who we are
and what our heritage is.”
“Having us in a single facility will engen-
der the kinds of conversations and
scholarship that will deepen and enrich the
understanding of the history of the college
and of the community as we carry on our
work collaboratively,” Dr. Nyenhuis said.
The building has been named for
Eleonore Theil of St. Augustine, Fla., and the
late Henri Theil (1924-2000], in honor of an
estate gift to the college.
Henri Theil was an economist who spe-
cialized in the field of econometrics, the
statistical analysis of relationships in eco-
nomics.  Author of 17 books and about 250
articles in professional journals, he was the
founding director of the Econometric
Institute in Rotterdam established in 1956.
In 1965 he became director of the Center for
Mathematical Studies in Business and
Economics at the University of Chicago.  In
1981 he became the first Eminent Scholar
and the McKethan-Matherly Professor of
Econometrics and Decision Sciences at the
University of Florida at Gainesville, where
he remained until his retirement in 1994.
Hope awarded him an honorary degree in
1985.
A native of Germany who moved to the
Netherlands with her parents in 1938,
Eleonore Goldschmidt married Henri Theil
in 1951.  She was trained in the law and
practiced law in the Netherlands for about a
decade, but gave up her career to enable her
husband to pursue his international career
to its fullest.  The Theils in 1981 endowed
the Willard C. Wichers ’32 Faculty
Development Fund to honor their friend, a
long-time member of the college’s Board of
Trustees who had a lifelong commitment to
preserving area history.
The new building has two levels. A
receptionist’s desk and a reading room
with four tables for researchers are on the
upper level, as are the offices of the staffs of
both the archives and the institute, and a
library conference room for the staff.  The
lower level houses the collections in two
rooms—with an inert gas fire suppression
system just as in the archives’ former loca-
tion in the library—and has space for
processing materials.
The building, which the college pur-
chased from Fifth Third Bank in 2002,
previously served as temporary quarters for
the department of psychology during the
science center project.
Research center dedicated
Bring a beloved Hope tradition home for the holidays by enjoying 
Christmas Vespers on one of the radio and PBS stations that will feature the 
service this year.  Contact the station in your area for the day and time.
RADIO
ARKANSAS
Little Rock — KAAY-AM
ARIZONA










Mason City — KCMR-FM
Shenandoah — KYFR-AM





Bad Axe — WLEW-AM
Bay City — WCHW-FM
Escanaba — WDBC-AM
Escanaba — WCHT-AM
Grand Rapids — WFUR-FM
Broadcasts will begin at 9:30 
p.m. on selected evenings 
between Dec. 13 and 25
Hillsdale — WCSR AM/FM
Holland — WHTC-AM
Friday, Dec. 17, 7 p.m.; 
Wednesday, Dec. 22, 6 p.m.
Kalamazoo — WKPR-AM
Marquette — WNMU-FM
Port Huron — WPHM-AM
Zeeland — WGNB-FM
Friday, Dec. 24, 8 p.m.
MINNESOTA
Blue Earth — KJLY-FM
Worthington — KWOA-AM






























Tucson – KUAT Cable
Friday, Dec. 24, 4 p.m.; 
Saturday, Dec. 25, noon
INDIANA
Muncie – WIPB
Friday, Dec. 24, 9 p.m.; 
Saturday, Dec. 25, 4 a.m.
South Bend – WNIT
Friday, Dec. 24, 8 p.m.; 
Saturday, Dec. 25, 3 p.m.
KANSAS
Wichita – KPTS
Friday, Dec. 24, 8 a.m.
MICHIGAN
East Lansing – WKAR
Thursday, Dec. 23, 1 p.m.;
Saturday, Dec. 25, 11 p.m.
Flint – WFUM
Wednesday, Dec. 22, 
9 p.m.; Saturday, Dec. 25, 
7 p.m.
Grand Rapids – WGVU
and Kalamazoo – WGVK
Wednesday, Dec. 22, 9 
p.m.; Saturday, 
Dec. 25, 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
Marquette – WNMU
Friday, Dec. 24, noon
Saginaw – WDCQ




Saturday, Dec. 25, 9 p.m.
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo – Prairie Public TV
Friday, Dec. 24, 1 p.m.
PENNSYLVANIA
Erie – WQLN
Thursday, Dec. 23, 9 p.m.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Saturday, Dec. 25, 1 a.m.
For updates to this list, please visit
Hope online at www.hope.edu
“Having the Joint Archives
and Van Raalte Institute
and their resources 
together should benefit
community researchers,
Hope students and Hope
faculty as they conduct
primary research in local




Director, Joint Archives 
of Holland
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It’s great to win, but if that’s all that matters then half of everyone participat-
ing in a contest is wasting their time.  The annual freshman-sophomore Nykerk
competition emphasizes the value of the journey.  Song, play and oration are all
weighed in the judging, but whatever happens in the end, the participants meet
in the middle and leave with the friendships made most in mind.
The freshman Class of ’08 won this year, but it’s significant that both classes
showed up for the post-Nykerk party.  It’s like freshman assisting coach Rachel
Vande Giessen ’06 of Flemington, N.J., told the Anchor after this year’s contest,
held on Saturday, Nov. 6:  “It was what got us there that made it worthwhile.”
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Nykerk night.  Clockwise from




Current”; and the sophomore
song section singing “Lovin’
the Sixties,” a medley of




A sculpture by acclaimed contemporary
artist Bill Barrett has been donated to the
college anonymously “in honor of the
faculty, students, and alumni dedicated to
preserving and nurturing the importance of
beauty, creativity, and the arts within and
beyond the Hope College community.”
The abstract fabricated bronze sculpture,
“Wall Relief: Opus A,” has been installed on
the north wall of the organ studio of Nykerk
Hall of Music and was dedicated on
Saturday, Oct. 9, during Homecoming
Weekend.
Special recognition was accorded three
couples for their decades of service to Hope:
Lamont ’50 and Ruth De Graaf ’50 Dirkse,
Philip ’50 and Ann Wolters ’50 Fredrickson,
and Vern ’51 and Isla ’50 Schipper.  All six
were contemporaries at Hope as students in
the late 1940s and early 1950s, and later were
either members of the Hope faculty or staff
or active on campus as their spouses.
Dr. Lamont Dirkse joined the Hope edu-
cation faculty in 1964.  He was chairperson of
the department from 1968 to 1975 and 1986
to 1991, and was dean of students from 1983
to 1986.  He retired in 1992.  He is also a past
president of the college’s Alumni
Association.
Ruth Dirkse was the tutor coordinator
with the college’s Academic Support Center
from 1986 until retiring in 1992.  She was also
involved with the college’s faculty wives
organization. Her father was Dr. Clarence De
Graaf, who retired from the Hope English
faculty in 1972 after 44 years at the college,
including 25 as chair of the department.
The Dirkses were head residents in
Voorhees Hall for two years, and also spent
Lamont’s years as dean living on campus.
They have three children, all of whom
attended Hope: David ’73, Susan ’77 and
Nancy ’81.
Dr. Phil Fredrickson returned to Hope in
1978 as dean for admissions.  In 1980 he
became coordinator of freshman studies,
involving areas such as academic counseling
and campus life.  He retired in 1987.
Ann Fredrickson is a past member of the
college’s Alumni Association Board of
Directors.  She was a head resident at the
college from 1979 to 1986, and worked part-
time at the Hope-Geneva Bookstore from
1983 to 1993.  Her father, Edward Wolters
’20, taught first at the college’s preparatory
school and then at the college from 1926 until
retiring in 1966 as a professor of Latin and
chair of classical languages.
The Fredricksons have two children, Tom
and Sara.
Vern Schipper was a member of the Hope
staff for more than 16 years.  He joined the
college as director of the “Build Hope Fund”
in August of 1973.  He was subsequently
appointed associate director of college rela-
tions for alumni affairs, and served as alumni
director until 1986, when he moved to the
college’s advancement staff as a regional rep-
resentative.  He retired in August of 1989.
Actively involved in organizations
including the Garden Club, the West
Michigan Flower Arrangers Guild and
Creative Floral Arrangers of the Americans,
Isla Schipper spent more than two decades
handling floral arrangements for weddings.
She and Vern have three children, all of
whom attended Hope: James ’81, Brian ’83
and Steve ’87.
Barrett has had one-person exhibitions in
galleries across the country, and his work is
in the collections of several corporations,
museums and universities. He has won mul-
tiple awards in his more than four decades as
an artist. He and his work are featured in the
2003 book Bill Barrett: Evolution of a Sculptor
by Philip F. Palmedo.
The donation and dedication of the sculpture “Wall Relief: Opus A” honored many
in the Hope family in general and six in particular (from left):  Dr. Lamont Dirkse ’50,
Ruth De Graaf ’50 Dirkse, Vern Schipper ’51, Isla Schipper ’50, Ann Wolters ’50
Fredrickson and Philip Frederickson ’50.
Sculpture celebrates service
Nykerk ’04
Getting there is most of the fun
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What a beginning.
In the first full year that basketball was
an intercollegiate sport at Hope, the men’s
team lost only once.
One victory still stands as what is likely
the largest point spread in the college’s
history, 101 to 8.
Another win marked the Hope team’s
first meeting with an MIAA opponent, a
school that has also earned some renown in
the century since, Michigan State University.
The above examples, while absolutely
true, are also all in fun, since context does
tone them down a little.  The 1904-05 season
only featured seven contests, and, times
being different, the nature of the opposition
varied quite a bit.  The lopsided victory was
against a medical school (!) that had only
played one game before.  And MSU was still
Michigan Agricultural College, not quite on
the same scale then as now (MAC left the
MIAA in 1907; Hope joined in 1926).
It is also true that where Hope basketball
is concerned, no exaggeration is necessary.
In the past 100 years, the men’s and
women’s teams have both compiled storied,
distinguished histories built on talent, hard
work and solid accomplishment.  League
championships, NCAA playoff appear-
ances, and certainly a women’s national
championship in 1990 are all objective indi-
cations of something that members of the
Hope family have known since the begin-
ning: that Hope athletes and Hope
basketball are something special.
To celebrate the anniversary milestone
and some of the highlights along the way,
the college has commissioned the book 100
Years of Hope Basketball, published this
month.  The book has been authored by
Randy Vande Water ’52.
Vande Water, who retired in 1989 as
managing editor of The Holland Sentinel,
spent decades covering Hope athletics,
beginning while he was still in high school
in the 1940s as a sports writer for The Grand
Rapids Herald.  He did color commentary for
Hope games on WHTC radio starting in the
1950s.  He also began his tenure at the
Sentinel in 1954 as sports editor.  Since retir-
ing, he has written nine books on Holland,
Mich., history.
His connections, though, go much
deeper.  They started, as they have for
many, when he was a young fan.
“I saw my first Hope game in the late
1930s,” Vande Water said.  “My dad, being
a correspondent for The Grand Rapids Press,
would take me along.”
Hope’s coach, Milton “Bud” Hinga, was
a long-time family friend—“He was ’Uncle
Bud’ [from church camp] first for me,”
Vande Water said—as was faculty member
and former coach Jack Schouten.
One result of his long association with
the program is that he has known all of
those who have coached Hope men’s bas-
ketball since the 1920s—first Schouten and
Hinga, and then Russ DeVette ’48, Dr. John
Visser ’42 and Dr. Glenn Van Wieren ’64.
As a writer, he even covered DeVette’s and
Van Wieren’s time as Hope players.
“I remember one bylined story that I had,
in 1947, was Russ DeVette getting MIAA
’Most Valuable Player,’” Vande Water said.
The occasion was memorable on many
levels—it was the first time that the league
had bestowed the honor in basketball.
Dr. Van Wieren, head men’s basketball
coach since 1977, appreciates that Vande
Water is training his experience and per-
spective on the history. “For over 45 years, as a player, coach and
as a friend, I have observed Randy Vande
Water and have been amazed by his extra-
ordinary writings of human relations
through sport.  He sees the big picture and
is a natural at distinguishing the incidental
from the essential,” Dr. Van Wieren said.
“His love of basketball, exceptionality as a
writer and distinct vision of Hope College
history make him the obvious choice to
write this commentary on the hardwoods of
Hope basketball.”
The book is organized by decade, with
sidebars highlighting a variety of aspects of
the sport’s tenure at Hope.  One section, for
example, focuses on storied games of the
Civic Center, as chosen by coaches and
others familiar with Hope basketball.
Another considers Hope basketball siblings
who have played.  The foreword is by Dr.
David Myers of the Hope psychology
faculty, a Hope basketball fan for more than
30 years. Appendices list all the men and
women who have ever competed in varsity
basketball, and achievements such as all-
league recognition.  The book features more
than 200 photos.
Through the first decades, much of the
volume focuses on the men’s program,
since such was the emphasis of college ath-
letics nationwide prior to the advent of
Title IX and equality of treatment for
women’s sport in the 1970s.  One of the
early photos included in the volume shows
the 1901-02 women’s “basquet club.” In
the years since, though, the women’s
program has grown to prominence,
including not only the national champi-
onship and playoff experiences but most
Campus Profile
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With a century of history, basketball highlights abound.  Here, Floyd Brady ’68 sinks
a hook shot at the Civic Center to break the four-year Hope scoring record of 1,741
set in 1959.
A century of hoops
A team of the 1920s in the old Carnegie-Schouten gymnasium.
To celebrate the
anniversary milestone
and some of the 
highlights along the
way, the college has
commissioned the
book 100 Years of
Hope Basketball. 
The book is organized
by decade, with 
sidebars highlighting
a variety of aspects 
of the sport’s tenure
at Hope.
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recently reaching a school-record 40 con-
secutive regular-season victories during
the 2003-04 season.
“Hope has one of the outstanding
women’s basketball teams in the nation,”
Vande Water said.
He was in the audience in March of
1990, when the women achieved the
“Miracle on Eighth Street” to reverse a
mid-game deficit and win the national
championship before a capacity Civic
Center crowd.  “I saw the game and it was
quite something to see Hope come from 20
points down,” he said.
In addition to Vande Water’s experi-
ence, the book stems from his thorough
review of official records and period news-
paper and yearbook accounts.  Vande
Water noted that the volume also owes
much to the work of Gord Brewer ’48.  A
professor emeritus of physical education,
Brewer taught, coached and served in ath-
letic administration at Hope from 1956 to
1988.  After retiring he conducted research
for and wrote two comprehensive histories
of Hope athletics:  …But How You Played
the Game!, covering 1862-1955, and Journey
of Hope: Names and Games Remembered, cov-
ering 1955-1970.
“Having been here since 1956, he was
certainly the one to do it.  And so he
researched extensively, what the Sentinel
had written about these games, what the
Anchor had written, what the Milestone had
said,” Vande Water said.  “Every game is
commented on—who scored how many
points, and if Hope won or lost.  And of
course Gord being the athletic director, he
knew a lot of behind-the-scenes things, too.”
The book’s front and back covers,
designed by cheerleading coach Wes
Wooley ’89, feature photos chronicling
seven of the countless highlights from 100
years of competition, set against a close-up
of the Civic Center’s varnished floor and
Hope basketball memorabilia.
The oldest shows a team from the 1920s,
spanning the court in the old Carnegie-
Schouten gymnasium on campus.
Another shows the 1942-43 “Blitz Kids,”
Hope’s first team to go undefeated in
MIAA play.  There’s Don Kronemeyer ’69
carried on the shoulders of a jubilant
crowd after sinking the winning free-
throw—after the buzzer—against Calvin
in 1965.  Floyd Brady ’68 sinks a hook shot
to break the four-year Hope scoring record
of 1,741, set in 1959.  Dina Disney ’91
Hackert is about to cut the net after the
women’s 1990 national championship
game.  Wade Gugino ’92 and Tom Halbert
’92 shatter the backboard in December of
1990, resulting in a game still listed as
“incomplete” in the record books.  The
student “Dew Crew” cheers in a more
recent game.
The last photo, Vande Water noted, is
significant, because Hope fans have them-
selves been an important part of the
experience.  It’s something he saw in his
first days at the Holland Armory, and in
the Civic Center since it opened in 1954.
It’s something that he anticipates will con-
tinue in the DeVos Fieldhouse when it
opens next year.
“One of the things about good fans is
that if a youngster makes a good play or is
unfortunately bumped or injured, why,
they always recognize that player,” he
said.  “That’s nice, and I know that Hope
fans have always been that way.”
As this article goes to press, Hope bas-
ketball looks toward a second century.
The story of that century is as yet unwrit-
ten, but it will be building on a
distinguished past.
And, given the tradition, perhaps those
good-hearted fans can be forgiven for
being optimistic as well.  After all, the last
time Hope basketball began a century, the
men’s team beat MSU…
Order your copy of 100 Years of Hope
Basketball today!  Copies of the 272-page
book are $24.45 ($21.45 for the book plus $3 per
copy for shipping).  Orders and payment may
be sent to: Hope College; Office of Public
Relations; PO Box 9000; Holland, MI  49422-
9000.  Please be sure to include your name,
mailing address (no post office boxes) and tele-
phone number.
Dina Disney ’91 Hackert is about to cut the net after the women won the national
championship in 1990.
Ecstatic fans carry Don Kronemeyer ’69 after he sank the winning free throw—after
the buzzer—against Calvin in 1965.





ning while he was
still in high school in
the 1940s.
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Athletes both seasoned and new
to the collegiate scene contributed
to a successful Hope College fall
sports season.
Conference championship performances in women’s cross
country, men’s golf and women’s soccer brought Hope closer
to a milestone in the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA).  Hope’s men’s and women’s teams have
now won 199 conference championships over the college’s 78-
year affiliation with the nation’s oldest collegiate conference.
The championship in men’s golf was Hope’s fifth in six
years under coach Bob Ebels.  The title in women’s soccer was
the first for coach Leigh Sears.  And the crown for coach Mark
Northuis ’82’s women’s cross country team ended the domi-
nation of a rival.
Three Hope athletes were selected the MIAA’s most valu-
able.  Two seniors culminated outstanding collegiate careers
while a first-year player made an immediate impact. Tina Pike
led the league’s female cross country runners en route to an
opportunity to run at the NCAA Division III nationals, while
Dawn Gillam achieved all-league honors a third consecutive
year as the Flying Dutch repeated as soccer champions.
Freshman Tommy Yamaoka continued a tradition of excel-
lence in men’s golf.
Through the fall sports season, Hope leads the standings
for the MIAA Commissioner’s Cup, which is presented to the
conference member with the best cumulative performance in
the 18 MIAA-sponsored sports.  Hope is bidding to win the
Commissioner’s Cup an MIAA-record 27th time.
Women’s Cross Country
The Flying Dutch captured their first MIAA championship
since 1989, ending a string of 14 consecutive titles by rival
Calvin.  At the league championship meet, five Hope runners
finished in the top eight.
Senior Tina Pike of Rochester, Minn., received the league’s
most valuable runner award, finishing first at the conference
meet.  She went on to finish fourth at the NCAA Division III
Great Lakes Regional meet and was 36th at the national cham-
pionships.
Six runners achieved All-MIAA first-team distinction, led
by Pike, who was honored a third consecutive year.  Others on
the first team were sophomore Leslie Tableman of Lansing,
Mich., freshman Anne Hoekstra of Kalamazoo, Mich., junior
Heather Kamps of North Muskegon, Mich., freshman
Charlotte Meeker of Traverse City, Mich., and sophomore
Ashley Dean of Cadillac, Mich.
Senior Katrina Alvesteffer of Whitehall, Mich., received
All-MIAA second-team honors.
Men’s Golf
The Flying Dutchmen won the MIAA championship for
the fifth time in six years.  Freshman Tommy Yamaoka of
Zeeland, Mich., captured conference medalist and most valu-
able player honors, marking the seventh straight year that a
Hope golfer has led the league.
This year’s accomplishment came none too easy.  Trailing
frontrunner Tri-State the entire fall by as many as 21 strokes,
the Flying Dutchmen were able to close the gap in the final
league tournament to finish on top of the seasonal standings
by a mere two strokes.  It was the closest finish in league
history.
Yamaoka and freshman Matt Lapham of Brighton, Mich.,
received All-MIAA first-team honors.  Seniors Justin Spyker of
Portage, Mich., and Ryan Shedd of Coldwater, Mich.,
achieved All-MIAA second-team honors.
Women’s Soccer
Senior Dawn Gillam of Portage, Mich., was voted the
MIAA’s most valuable player. A midfielder, Gillam played an
instrumental role in leading the Dutch to a second consecutive
conference championship, a 13-5-2 overall record and a berth
in the NCAA playoffs.
The Flying Dutch bowed to eventual national champion
Wheaton, Ill., in the second round of the playoffs.
Gillam was joined on the All-MIAA first team by sopho-
more teammates Rachael Sauerman of Naperville, Ill., and
Holly Nestle of Mason, Mich. Gillam was a three-time first-
team honoree, while Sauerman and Nestle were honored for a
second time.
Players named to the All-MIAA second team included
freshman Ellie Tresslar of Bloomington, Ind., and senior
Stephanie Bylsma of Hudsonville, Mich.
Football
The Flying Dutchmen posted a 6-4 record and tied for
second place in the MIAA.
Senior Phil Morse of Dearborn Heights, Mich., was pre-
sented the league’s Pete Schmidt Memorial Scholar-Athlete
Award.
Senior defensive back Andy Snyder of Berrien Springs,
Mich., was chosen a first-team honoree for the second consec-
utive year. He was joined on the first team by senior wide
11
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Lining up a milestone year
receiver Jack Schrock of Clarksville, Mich., and senior defen-
sive lineman Bryan Scheffers of Portage, Mich.
Second-team honorees included junior offensive tackle
Josh DeHaan of Fremont, Mich., senior linebacker Paul
Hoeksema of Grand Rapids, Mich., junior defensive back Joe
Diekevers of Jenison, Mich., senior punter Seth Kovarik of
Traverse City, Mich., and junior placekicker Nate Barnett of
Goodrich, Mich.
Snyder was also honored by being invited to join other out-
standing Division III football players to represent the United
States against the Mexican National Team in the Aztec Bowl.
Snyder had an outstanding senior season, leading the team in
tackles.  He intercepted six passes, blocked two punts, return-
ing one for a touchdown, and ran back two kickoffs for
touchdowns, one a school-record 90 yards.  He became the
fifth Hope player invited to play in the Aztec Bowl.  Hope
alumnus Ron Schipper ’52 was chosen to coach the U.S. team
for an eighth consecutive year.
Schrock ranked among the nation’s Division III leaders
with a school-record average of 26.1 yards per reception.  He
had 14 touchdown receptions on just 40 catches.
Men’s Soccer
The Flying Dutchmen finished second in an MIAA race
that went down to the final game of the season.  Back-to-back
1-0 losses on the road to rivals Kalamazoo and Calvin spoiled
Hope’s bid to repeat as conference champions.  The Flying
Dutchmen played 11 one-goal games en route to a 15-5 overall
record and 12-2 conference mark.
Nine games ended in a 1-0 score, with Hope winning five.
One of them, a 1-0 victory at Alma, marked the 200th triumph
under coach Steve Smith.  In 15 seasons, Smith has guided the
Flying Dutchmen to an outstanding 207-71-19 record, includ-
ing six MIAA championships.  He entered the 2004 season
ranked 17th by winning percentage among NCAA Division
III coaches.
Eight Hope players were voted to the All-MIAA men’s
soccer teams. Juniors Devin McNeil of Lansing, Mich., and
Geoff Meyers of Grand Rapids, Mich., were voted to the first
team.
Six players achieved All-MIAA second-team distinction —
junior Karter Klingenberg of Holland, Mich., senior Tyler
Basler of Auburn, Mich., junior Bryan Johnson of Portage,
Mich., freshman Dan Tresslar of Bloomington, Ind., senior
Todd Chappa of Portage, Mich., and junior Kevin Butterfield
of Zanesville, Ohio.
Volleyball
Under first-year coach Becky Schmidt ’98, the Flying Dutch
posted a 19-14 record and finished fourth in the MIAA stand-
ings.  Season highlights included winning the Wheaton
Invitational and finishing second at the Midwest Invitational.
Junior Julie VanderSlice of New Era, Mich., was voted to
the All-MIAA volleyball second team. An outside hitter,
VanderSlice was among the league leaders in kills.
Men’s Cross Country
The Flying Dutchmen finished third in the conference
standings and seventh at the NCAA Great Lakes Regional.
Junior Tyson Warner of Portage, Mich., achieved
All-MIAA first-team designation.  Receiving All-MIAA
second-team honors were junior Matt Casillas of East Grand
Rapids, Mich., sophomore Aaron Kenemer of Zeeland, Mich.,
senior Kyle Morrison of Niles, Mich., sophomore Ryan
TerLouw of Pella, Iowa, and junior Jeff Weber of Grandville,
Mich.
Women’s Golf
The Flying Dutch finished seventh in the MIAA standings.
Sophomore Holly Sneller of Holland, Mich., achieved
All-MIAA second-team honors for the second consecutive
year.
Senior Andy Snyder (left) culminated an outstanding
collegiate career by receiving a bid to play a Division III
post-season football bowl game while freshman Tommy
Yamaoka started his by leading the field of MIAA men’s
golfers.
Senior Tina Pike led the pack of MIAA cross country
runners and ran at nationals.
Freshman Tommy Yamaoka achieved individual golf medalist honors on a league championship team.
Senior Dawn Gillam’s play was instrumental in Hope repeating as MIAA champion in women’s soccer.
Through the leadership
of coach Steve Smith,
the Hope men’s soccer
program has developed
into one of the best in
NCAA Division III.  This
fall the Flying Dutchmen
marked the 200th
victory in Smith’s 
15-year tenure at helm.
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Alumni tour will feature Italy
Connoisseurs of all





The two-week itinerary will include
beautiful natural vistas, enduring sites of
antiquity, and some of the world’s best-
known works of art and architecture.  The
trip, which will run Saturday-Saturday, June
11-25, will also feature encounters with
cuisine, fashion and other expressions of con-
temporary culture no less storied than the
past from which they have grown.
Dr. John Quinn, associate professor of
classics at Hope, will be the trip’s faculty
host, complementing a full-time guide as
well as local guides who will join the group.
A member of the Hope faculty since 1995,
Dr. Quinn first visited Italy 20 years ago as a
new college graduate.  The nation remains a
major focus for him professionally, including
in his day-to-day work at Hope.  He noted
that he is looking forward to exploring how
history and present relate in vibrant ways in
the Mediterranean nation.
“We’ll see how the rich layers of civiliza-
tion often build on each other throughout this
trip, from the Etruscans to the Romans to the
Byzantines, and then to the Medieval and
Renaissance Italians, and then the modern
Italians,” he said.
The trip will begin and end in Milan.
“It’s the second-largest city in Italy.  It’s
really the business capital,” Dr. Quinn said.
“What’s interesting to us, though, is that it’s
the capital of fashion, of clothing and interior
design, and also it’s the food capital of Italy.”
Milan is also home to a masterpiece.
“Probably the most famous thing in Milan is
Leonardo Da Vinci’s ’The Last Supper,’” he
said.
Next, the trip will continue to Lake Como
and the Italian Alps.
“There are many estates on these Alpine
lakes, and we’ll go to one or two of them just
to see the brilliant grounds and landscaping
and flowers that are in bloom,” Dr. Quinn
said.  “Even though it’s in the foothills of the
Alps, the climate is very mild there, and
you’ll see things like palm trees growing on
the shores of these lakes with snow-capped
mountains in the background.”
The trip will continue to Verona and then
to Venice on the Adriatic.  Famed for its
canals, boats and footbridges, the city, Dr.
Quinn noted, owes its origins to Italy’s
Roman past.  It was founded by refugees
from the barbarian invasions that brought
down the empire.
The next major stop will be Ravenna, also
on the Adriatic.  The city was the final capital
of the Roman Empire and also the provincial
capital when the Byzantine Empire con-
trolled Italy.  Each culture and era had its
own influence, as seen, for example, in reli-
gious art.  “And so we’ll see the same
scene—such as the baptism of Jesus—in
several of the monuments in Ravenna,” he
said.  “And it’s interesting to notice the dif-
ferences in how Christ is portrayed in them.”
Time in Florence, Dr. Quinn noted, will
provide an opportunity to experience “the
place where the Renaissance began.”  In the
city are found Michelangelo’s David,
Botticelli’s Primavera and many other mas-
terworks.  A visit to a museum highlighting
the Etruscans who preceded the Romans is
also an option.  And much in the city is easily
accessible.
“It’s a city that lends itself to walking,” Dr.
Quinn said.  “It’s very much a pedestrian’s
dream.”
The trip will continue on to Pisa, site of the
famous leaning tower, en route to the final
major destination, the Cinque Terre National
Park and its picturesque and remote fishing
villages.
The trip is scheduled in the tradition of
faculty-led educational visits abroad that
through the years have included destinations
ranging from the Galapagos Islands to
Germany, from Scotland to Spain, from
Turkey to Tanzania and points in between.
The trip is being arranged through
Carlson Wagonlit Travel/America’s
Vacation Store, which can be contacted at:
460 Waverly Road, Holland, MI  49423; tele-
phone (616) 392-7000, ext. 287 (Gail) or
ghibbard@avstravel.com.  Additional infor-
mation about the trip, including a brochure,
may be obtained through the agency or by
calling the college’s Office of Alumni and
Parent Relations at (616) 395-7250 or online at
www.hope.edu/alumni.
Venice will be one of several historic and storied destinations during the
educational alumni tour of northern Italy scheduled for June.
A new continuing
education program at Hope




The program, titled “Exploring the Art of
Medicine: Life Lessons from Hippocrates to
Today,” is scheduled for Thursday-Saturday,
July 28-30.  On the first two days the program
will emphasize implications of the Human
Genome project, and on the third it will
explore the health benefits of activities and
behaviors ranging from sleep to forgiveness.
Woven throughout will be activities
designed to help the participants find
balance in their own lives while enjoying
time with their families and one another.
The new “Hope Summer Institute” is the
brainchild of two alumni who are themselves
physicians and have long seen the need for
such a program: Dr. David Lowry ’89 and
Dr. Donna Berkey ’89 Lowry of Grand
Rapids, Mich.
“This program offers a fresh perspective
on continuing education as it draws from the
liberal arts to bring together professional and
personal development. The consideration of
a specific medical issue from a multidiscipli-
nary approach, in a collaborative setting, is
exactly what a liberal arts perspective
offers,” said Donna Lowry, MD, who is the
institute’s director. “It is also designed to let
families in on the experience, giving profes-
sionals a sense of support while allowing for
well-rounded fun.”
Following registration, the program will
open Thursday evening with a keynote
address on the Human Genome project.
Discussion of the project will continue on
Friday, with emphasis on the clinical, ethical,
legal and societal implications of genetic
research.  Topics will range from gene chip
analysis and genomic diagnostics, to issues
of intellectual property, to the dedication of
two percent of the Human Genome project’s
budget for consideration of ethical issues.
Featured speakers will include Dr. Michael
Sandel, a professor of government at
Harvard University who specializes in ethics
and biotechnology and whose professional
activity includes advising President George
Bush as a member of the national President’s
Council on Bioethics.
Topics on Saturday will include the power
of sleep, the power of innovation, the power
of forgiveness, the power of technology and
the power of the documentation of clinical
experiences.  Featured speakers will include
Dr. James B. Maas, who is an internationally
recognized expert on the importance of sleep
to health and is a member of the psychology
faculty at Cornell University, and Dr.
Charlotte vanOyen Witvliet of the Hope psy-
chology faculty, whose research examines
the health benefits of being forgiving.
The presentations and related small-
group and panel discussions will run
through lunch on both days.  While the
physicians are involved in the morning activ-
ities, Holland will present a variety of options
for family members, ranging from neighbor-
ing galleries and the city’s museum, to the
state park on Lake Michigan just a few miles
away, to downtown’s shops—with high-
lights including the city’s annual sidewalk
sale.  Hope is also organizing a morning
science camp for school-age children.
The afternoons will focus on recreational
and cultural activities for the physicians and
their families together.  The itinerary
includes a kayaking river excursion, a cruise
on Lake Macatawa, a play by Hope Summer
Repertory Theatre, and the opportunity to
engage in creative activity such as pottery.
Dr. Lowry recognizes that creating art
may well lie outside the way physicians find
themselves spending their time.  That’s the
point.
“We want to be pushing people a little bit
beyond where they’ve been pushed before—
to do new things, but to do it in
community,” she said.  “It’s not just recre-
ation, but a way to encourage us to reach out
of our comfort zones alongside colleagues
who are doing the same.”
She noted that the intense, prolonged and
highly focused nature of medical training
can make it necessary for physicians to de-
emphasize other aspects of life, a debilitating
habit that can be hard to break. Hope, she
noted, makes the perfect place to recapture a
value that for those who experienced a
liberal arts education as undergraduates is a
foundational experience.
“We’ve planned this institute with the
goal of bringing the liberal arts back to the
lives of professionals,” she said.  “We’ve
chosen Hope because it is a setting that we
have loved and in which we thrived in the
past, and that we love now.  We don’t see
that it has to be remote—that our past expe-
rience has to be remote from our current
lives.”
Plans are in the works to make the
summer institute an annual event, perhaps
extending the concept to include other pro-
fessions, including law.  In the meantime,
this year’s institute isn’t open only to a
medical audience, even though the sessions
are geared toward them.
Medical professionals attending the insti-
tute will have the opportunity to receive
continuing Medical Education credit.
Additional information about the institute
may be obtained online at www.hope.edu
/hsi, by e-mailing hsi@hope.edu or by calling
(616) 395-7225.
Program will help medical professionals
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News and information for class notes, mar-
riages, advanced degrees and deaths are
compiled for news from Hope College by Kathy
Miller.
News should be mailed to:  Alumni News;
Hope College Public Relations; 141 E. 12th St.;
PO Box 9000; Holland, MI  49422-9000.  Internet
users may send to:  alumni@hope.edu
All submissions received by the Public
Relations Office by Tuesday, Nov. 9, have been
included in this issue.  Because of the lead time
required by this publication’s production sched-
ule, submissions received after that date (with
the exception of obituary notices) have been held
for the next issue, the deadline for which is
Tuesday, Jan 11.
Al Vanderbush ’29 of Minneapolis, Minn., has
been honored by his former Hope football players
with a plaque at the American Football Coaches
Hall of Fame in Waco, Texas.  The plaque reads:
“Coach Al Vanderbush, Hope College 1946-54.
Coach Vanderbush refused to let us settle for less
than our best.  He taught us to play with intensity
but never without respect for the rules, for our
opponents and for ourselves.  In his daily life, he
modeled the man of Christian character, disci-
pline, intellect and integrity, effectively... as it
continues in our hearts to this day.  We honor him
for what he did for us.  Football players of Hope
College, 1946-1954.”
40s
Thomas Houtman Jr. ’40 and his wife will cele-
brate their 62nd wedding anniversary on Dec.
11.  They live in a retirement home in Tempe,
Ariz., near their daughter and her family.  Tom
spent 40 years working for the Dow Chemical
Company in Midland, Mich., first as an organic
chemist in research, then 27 years as a research
director and 5 years as a manager of employee
relations for Michigan Division Research.
Kenneth J. Weller ’48 of Knoxville, Iowa, was
inducted in the Central College Athletics Hall of
Honor on Saturday, Sept. 24, as part of the col-
lege’s homecoming activities.  The hall of honor
recognizes those who were standout performers
in the athletics arena as student-athlete, coach or
administrator, and who have distinguished
themselves in life after graduation through
service and leadership.  He was honored for
guiding the development of Division III within
the NCAA.  He authored the Division III philos-
ophy, a visionary document in which
intercollegiate athletic programs are seen as
existing for the benefit of the participants rather
than spectators.  He also held numerous leader-
ship positions within the NCAA and was
instrumental in the incorporation of women into
the NCAA and the Iowa Conference.
50s
Paul Boerigter ’50 of Zeeland, Mich., shot a 74 on
Tuesday, Sept. 14, at Blythefield Country Club in
Grand Rapids, Mich., to win the Wolverine
Seniors Golf Association Championship.  He
carries a 6 handicap at Holland Country Club,
and has shot his age or better 39 times in 2004 on
nine different golf courses.
Dick Nieusma ’52 of Kentwood, Mich., recently
visited North Korea for the third time with a
team from Christian Friends of Korea.  He inter-
preted and helped install a new electrical system
and medical and dental equipment in a chil-
dren’s hospital in Kaesong, just north of the
border with South Korea.
Randall Vande Water ’52 of Holland, Mich., has
written Tulip Time Treasures, a pictorial history of
the famed Holland festival.  Featuring more than
250 photographs, the book portrays the fete’s 75
years.  He has written nine books on Holland
history.  He is also author of the new book 100
Years of Hope Basketball, as featured on pages
eight and nine.
60s
Mary Klein ’64 Kansfield of New Brunswick,
N.J., is the author of Letters to Hazel:  Ministry
within the Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions of the
Reformed Church in America, published by the
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. of Grand
Rapids, Mich.  Hazel Gnade from 1946 through
1959 was chair of the missionary hospitality
committee for the WBFM and the BFM, and in
New York City accompanied departing RCA
missionaries and welcomed those returning to
the U.S.  The book provides a comprehensive
history of the WBFM and a biography of Hazel
Gnade, and reproduces some 70 letters of appre-
ciation that she received from those she had
helped.
Wesley Granberg-Michaelson ’67 of Kentwood,
Mich., has written Leadership from Inside Out:
Spirituality and Organizational Change.  The collec-
tion of 25 essays on the subject of leadership was
published in September by Crossroads Books.
Rick Veenstra ’69 of Spring Lake, Mich., has
been appointed minister for church revitaliza-
tion for the Synod of the Great Lakes, Reformed
Church in America.
70s
Madeline Slovenz ’70 Brownstone of Jackson
Heights, N.Y., is a teacher for the New York City
Department of Education in Astoria, N.Y.
Lynn Davis ’71 Austin of Orland Park, Ill.,
recently had her third book released in her Civil
War Series “Refiners Fire.”  Titled Light unto My
Path, it is her 12th published novel.  Currently
three of her novels are on a “top 10” book list in
the Netherlands.  They have been published in
Dutch by the Kok Publishing Company.  She also
won the Christy Award for the third year in a
row for “excellence in fiction.”  
Barbara Michalak ’71 Murphy of Lakeland, Fla.,
reaches out to her community by handing out
bottles of water to walkers around Lake
Hollingsworth on Tuesday and Thursday morn-
ings.  She and a fellow parishioner of United
Methodist Temple were featured in an article in
the Saturday, Oct. 2, edition of the Lakeland
Ledger.  They began the service as part of a week-
long evangelical effort of the church in 2002 and
have continued ever since.
Ronald Deenik ’73 of Holland, Mich., was a pre-
senter at Hope’s annual “Science Day” for high
school students on Thursday, Nov. 4.  His talk,
“Whose Tooth Is That Anyway,” centered on
ethical considerations in dentistry.  He is the
president of Holland Family Dentistry PC.
Patricia Vander Werf ’75 Johannsen of
Germantown, Md., is in her second year as asso-
ciate professor and program coordinator of
communication design and illustration in the
communication arts department at Montgomery
College, Rockville, Md.  She teaches computer-
based courses that include Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe Illustrator, and Web design using
Dreamweaver.  She created and has taught the
college’s online Adobe Illustrator course.  She was
an adjunct professor of communication design
and illustration at the college for nine years prior
to becoming full-time faculty.  Last summer she
began work on the MFA in illustration through
the Master’s with the Masters program at
Marywood University in Scranton, Pa.
Karen M. Johnson-Weiner ’75 of Canton, N.Y.,
is associate professor and chair of the depart-
ment of anthropology at SUNY Potsdam.  She
recently received a Mennonite Historical Society
Open Research Grant Award for her study of
Horning Mennonite schools in Lancaster and
Lebanon Counties, Pa.
Ann Rypstra ’75 of Oxford, Ohio, received one
of two distinguished scholar awards at Miami
University on Tuesday, Sept. 21.  She was recog-
nized for a substantial and continuing record of
research that has brought her prominence in the
field of zoology, and received a $2,000 stipend
for the pursuit of further research or creative
endeavor.  She is an evolutionary ecologist, and
is director of the Ecology Research Center.  Her
research involves the behavior, ecology and
diversity of arthropod predators.
Glenn DeVoogd ’78 is an associate professor the
University of California – Fresno.  He has just
published a book, Critical Literacy:  Enhancing
Students’ Comprehension of Text.  He and his wife
live in Fresno with their two children, Skylar and
Joe.
Amy Hendrickson ’78 Kosta of Grandville,
Mich., has opened a fine stationery and gift shop
in Grandville called Paper Cottage.  There is also
a Web site for the store.
80s
John V. Byl ’80 of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
elected to serve as secretary-treasurer of the
Environmental Law Section of the State Bar of
Michigan.  He is a partner with Warner Norcross
& Judd LLP who concentrates his practice in
environmental law.
Ross Nykamp ’80 of Holland, Mich., has
achieved the designation of associate broker for
Lumir Real Estate LLC.
Craig Morford ’81 of Rocky River, Ohio, is
acting U.S. attorney and working on a terrorism
case in Detroit, Mich. Last year he helped estab-
lish the counterterrorism unit in the Cleveland,
Ohio, U.S. attorney’s office.
Jonathan Jung ’82 of Alexandria, Va., works at
the Children’s National Medical Center in
Washington, D.C.
Ted Kuik ’83 of Wyoming, Mich., is currently
webmaster for the Web sites CoolNotions.com,
ToonFever.com, ViewMyArt.com, and
GoodChimes.com.
Linda Oegema ’83 Milanowski of Holland,
Mich., was the speaker at the Tuesday, Oct. 12,
session of Muskegon Community College’s
“Noon Hour College for Working Women.”  She
is director of enterprise learning and leadership
development for Herman Miller Inc.
Carolyn Ridder ’84 Hoffman reports that she is
currently stepping away from formal ministry.
She and her husband, Scott Hoffman ’83, enjoy
life along Holland’s lakeshore.  She is in her 11th
year of homeschooling Jamie (age 15), Catherine
(age 13) and Justin (age 8), while he runs a fly
fishing accessories company.  They anticipate
their classroom population to rise by one in
March.
Melissa Most ’84 Logan of Raleigh, N.C., recent-
ly assumed the position of praise and worship
coordinator of her urban ministries church.  She
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and her husband of 18 years have owned and
operated a business for 16 years.  Her children are
Madaline (age 11) and Ian (age nine), and she has
been home schooling for eight years.
Bethany Cook ’84 Pluymers is associate dean for
administration at the University of Wisconsin
Law School.  She and her husband, David
Pluymers ’85, live in Madison, Wis., with their
daughters, Alleia (age 11) and Johanna (age
eight).
Jaci Van Heest ’84 of Storrs Mansfield, Conn., is
interviewed in the article “Get Out and Play!” in
the Nov. 15, 2004, issue of Sports Illustrated.  She is
an associate professor of kinesiology with the
Neag School of Education of the University of
Connecticut.  Focused on childhood obesity, the
article features a program that she and her gradu-
ate students developed at the request of the
Parker Memorial elementary school in Tolland,
Conn.  Named for the university’s mascot, the
“Paw Pals” program gets the young students
exercising—and enjoying it—through active
games that interest them.
Wendy Wigger-Jornales ’84 of Holland, Mich.,
earned three world titles at the ’04 World
Championship for Filipino Martial Arts, held in
the Philippines.
Paul Christopher Johnson ’86 of Ann Arbor,
Mich., was recently appointed associate professor
at the University of Michigan in the Department
of History, the Center for Afroamerican and
African Studies, the Latin American and
Caribbean Studies Center, and the anthropology
and history doctoral program.  He reports that it
is good to be back in Michigan.
Abby Madison ’86 Reeg of Spring Lake, Mich., is
the new marketing director for Evergreen
Commons in Holland, Mich.  She is responsible
for the promotion of the facility and the events
that take place there.
Karin Gardlund ’87 Cramer earned teacher certi-
fication in May of 2003, and is teaching third
grade in Forest Hills Public Schools.  She and her
husband, Steve Cramer ’86, live in Grand Rapids,
Mich., with their two daughters.
Lindsey Dood ’87 of Grand Rapids, Mich., fin-
ished runner-up in a cross country race of alumni
and current varsity runners of Okemos (Mich.)
High School on Saturday, Aug. 21.
Karen Visscher ’87 Mead of Fennville, Mich., is
advisor/associate director of the educational
support program at Grand Valley State
University.  She was recently married in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel (please see “Marriages”).
Carissa Austin ’89 Boyink of Holland, Mich., is at
home full-time.  She home schools her second
grade son and first grade daughter.
Mary Taylor-Johnson ’89 of Evanston, Ill., is on
maternity leave (please see “New Arrivals”) from
her work with EVOKE, the Lilly vocation grant at
Loyola University Chicago.  She is also complet-
ing a degree in pastoral studies at Loyola.
90s
Jennifer Penrod ’90 Benne of Jefferson City, Mo.,
is a grant writer at Westminster College.
Bret Docter ’90 of Holland, Mich., is the chairman
of the Holland Chamber of Commerce.
Tim Ritsema ’90 of Zeeland, Mich., is the new
assistant principal at Zeeland (Mich.) East High
School.
Scott Kaukonen ’91 of Columbia, Mo., won first
prize in the 2004 Nelson Algren Awards competi-
tion of the Chicago Tribune for his short story
“Punnett’s Squares,” which the paper published
on Sunday, Oct. 31.  More about Scott will appear
in a feature story in the February issue of news
from Hope College.
Nancy  Bartels ’91 Tasma is a stay-at-home mom.
She lives in Hamilton, Mich., with her husband
and two children, Bobby (age three) and Mila
(please see “New Arrivals”).
Kimberly Bouma ’92 Campbell of Kalamazoo,
Mich., is a fifth grade teacher in the Mattawan
Consolidated Schools.
Jill Eenigenburg ’92 Keisling of DeWitt, Mich.,
completed training to become a licensed
Kindermusik instructor during the summer of
2003.  Since that time she has established her own
business and taught a variety of classes for stu-
dents age 18 months through six years.  She
reports that the teaching has provided opportuni-
ties to draw from her Hope musical training, and
that she particularly enjoys the toddler classes,
where she can teach both parent and child.
Heather Mendenhall-Danby ’92 of Chicago, Ill.,
is an account director at DRAFT in Chicago.
Tom Werkman ’92 of Holland, Mich., has been
promoted to vice president and commercial loan
administration manager for the Bank of Holland.
Anna Rangel ’93 Clawson of Holland, Mich., has
been named interim assistant principal for ninth
and 10th grades at Holland High School.  She was
previously the high school social worker.
Brad Doan ’93 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
manager, North American product communica-
tions at Steelcase Inc.
Angelique Finch ’94 Biehl of Coloma, Mich., was
a presenter at Hope’s annual “Science Day” for
high school students on Thursday, Nov. 4.  Her
talk, “Fascinating Fingerprints,” gave participants
hands-on experience in reading and lifting prints.
She is a teacher with the Portage (Mich.) Public
Schools at Portage Northern High School.
Tim Dawson ’94 of Farmington, Mich., recently
moved his counseling practice from Milford,
Mich., to Farmington Hills.  He also facilitates a
weekend program for drug and alcohol offenders
in Howell, Mich.
Maria Dolgolenko ’94 of Moscow, Russia, is a
licensing specialist for Microsoft.
John Nowak ’94 of Oro Valley, Ariz., ended the
bicycle racing season by winning the State
Championship Hill Climb up Mt. Graham in
Safford, Ariz., on Sunday, Sept. 19.  The race
entailed riding 20 miles of mountain in pouring
rain and high winds.
Raeann Schoudt ’94 moved to Mobile, Ala., in
June.  She works as a live-in assistant at L’Arche
Mobile, a Christian community that ministers to
persons with disabilities.  She reports that she
loves it, challenges and all.
Mark Dunn ’96 of Norton Shores, Mich., is an
anesthesiologist at Hackley Hospital in
Muskegon, Mich.
Sarah Brass ’96 Morales of Delavan, Wis., is a first
grade teacher for the Lutheran High School
Association of Rockford, Ill.  She was recently
married (please see “Marriages”) and has a step-
son (age four).
Julie Jaasma ’96 Slezak and Scott Slezak ’97 of
Clarksville, Mich., were featured in The State News
on Tuesday, Nov. 9, in an article about their
farming.  Their livestock are raised naturally,
without hormones or antibiotics and without pes-
ticides in the fields where they graze.  They sell
their beef, pork, chicken and free-range eggs, and
board goats and produce wool and honey.  They
plan to grow organic fruit and eventually develop
a cidery, a winery and a meadery.  Julie’s need for
a healthy diet after being diagnosed with chronic
fatigue syndrome precipitated their venture into
farming.  Prior to that, both were pursuing mas-
ter’s degrees in research science at the University
of Chicago.
Jason van Namen ’96 of Chicago, Ill., has been
accepted into Notre Dame’s Mendoza College of
Business executive MBA program in Chicago.  He
will begin in January.  Graduation will be in May
2006.
Daniel “Chip” George ’97 of Holland, Mich., and
Matthew Jung ’97 of Grand Rapids, Mich., own
Comfort Research, ranked in Inc. magazine’s
October issue as 113th on a list of America’s 500
fastest-growing private companies.  In 2003, the
company was 186th on the list.
Amy Jarchow ’97 of Pocatello, Idaho, was named
2004 “Outstanding Doctoral Student” at Idaho
State University (please see “Advanced Degrees”).
She is working in private practice in Pocatello.
William Kintz ’97 of King George, Va., is director
of infrastructure and information security at the
Academy for Educational Development in
Washington, D.C.
Chad Schuitema ’97 of Lafayette, Ind., is senior
pastor of Community Reformed Church in
Lafayette.
Steven Sundbeck ’97 of Alexandria, Va., recently
defended his Ph.D. thesis in physics at the
University of Chicago and began a postdoctoral
research position at the Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington, D.C.
Ryan Vander Zwart ’97 of Holland, Mich.,
works for Lorence & Vander Zwart.  The
Holland firm represents NEXT Financial Group,
which is based in Houston.  NEXT was awarded
1990s
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Division II “Broker/Dealer of the Year” by
Investment Advisor, the leading monthly maga-
zine serving independent financial planners.
David Verry ’97 of Nicholasville, Ky., was fea-
tured in an article in the Lexington Herald Leader
on Monday, Sept. 20.  He is construction manager
for Lexington Habitat for Humanity, and oversees
the building of 20 homes per year.
Karen Bhatt ’98 Cuevas of San Diego, Calif., is HR
director for Vulcan Materials Company.
Jodi TenHarkel ’98 DeWitte and Jon DeWitte ’98
have returned to Holland, Mich., after working in
Washington, D.C., for several years.  Jon is
employed in Holland as director of public policy
for Congressman Pete Hoekstra ’75.  Jodi reports
that she enjoys being a stay-at-home mom (please
see “New Arrivals”).
Lisa Jutte ’98 of Orem, Utah, was published in the
August issue of the Journal of Sport Rehabilitation.
The research report titled “Hot-Pack Warming in
4- and 8-Pack Hydrocollator Units” explored the
time needed to heat hot packs to water tempera-
ture.  She is currently with the Therapeutic
Modality Research Laboratory at Brigham Young
University.
Jennifer Geerdink ’98 Kamper and her family
recently moved to Hopkins, Mich.  Jennifer
reports that she loves being a stay-at-home mom
to her daughter, Megan (age one).
Laurie Ellison ’98 Verry of Nicholasville, Ky., left
her full-time job in order to be home with her
baby (please see “New Arrivals”).  She works as
an independent contractor with Media Library.
Margaret Graske ’99 Collins recently received a
Ph.D. (please see “Advanced Degrees”) and
moved to Canton, Mich.  She is a research scien-
tist at Cayman Chemical Company in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Chandler Pohl ’99 of Sherman Oaks, Calif.,
received a degree in cinematography (please see
“Advanced Degrees”).  He reports that he has
completed a handful of shorts.  He won Best of
Fest at the Seattle International Film Festival and
Bio Reykjavik (Iceland) in 2003 for a short titled
Touched.  
Mandy Pryor ’99 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is a
recruiter for Stryker Instruments in Kalamazoo,
Mich.  During the previous four and a half years
she recruited in the office of admissions at Hope.
Andrew Zwyghuizen ’99 of Ann Arbor, Mich.,
received an M.D. (please see “Advanced
Degrees”) and began residency training in plastic
surgery at the University of Michigan hospitals in
Ann Arbor.
00s
Miguel Cruz ’00 accepted a call to be a pastor of
Palmyra Reformed Church in upstate New York
near Rochester.  He and his wife, Brien Hills ’99
Cruz, moved to Palmyra in September.
Kristy Dalrymple ’00 of Syracuse, N.Y., is a clini-
cal psychology intern at SUNY Upstate Medical
University.  She will have a Ph.D. next August
from Drexel University.
Cathleen Jaworowski ’00 of Yuma, Ariz., was
ordained as minister of word and sacrament in
the RCA on Sunday, Sept. 19, at Central Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.  She continues her
work as a chaplain at Yuma Regional Medical
Center.
Chad Joldersma ’00 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
national sales manager for Tyco Adhesives.
Gregory M. Kilby ’00 of Grand Haven, Mich., has
joined the Holland office of the law firm Warner
Norcross & Judd LLP as an associate.
Alison Eichmann ’00 Rockmann of Clifton, Va.,
is an English teacher at Lake Braddock Secondary
School in Burke, Va.
Sarah Bussing ’00 Vlnka of Ypsilanti, Mich., is
assistant registrar at Albion College.
Michael Zuidema ’00 of Holland, Mich., just fin-
ished the season as head middle school and
assistant varsity girls basketball coach at Black
River School in Holland.  He will serve as assis-
tant JV coach for the boys team in the winter.
Allyson Boggess ’01 of Somerville, Mass., is staff
assistant at the Division of Continuing Education
at Harvard University.
Angela K. Lower ’01 of Owosso, Mich., has joined
the medical staff at Sheridan Community
Hospital.  She is a certified physician assistant and
works at Sheridan Care family practice and
Blanchard Care family practice.
Christopher Mangus ’01 of Ypsilanti, Mich., is a
sales and service representative for Oldcastle/4D
Inc. of Midland, Mich.
Julie Murray-Dull ’01 of Holland, Mich., is
working as a physician assistant at Lakeshore
Dermatology in Spring Lake, Mich.
Aaron Petersen ’01 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
pursuing an MBA in finance and marketing from
Michigan State University.  He expects to gradu-
ate in May of 2006.
Adam Reddick ’01 of Auburn, Mich., is senior
loan officer at Glacier Financial of Saginaw, Mich.
Virginia Schodorf ’01 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
student teaching at Grand Rapids Catholic
Central High School.
Benjamin Wing ’01 and Heather Dustin ’02
Wing live in Ann Arbor, Mich.  She is employed
as the campus ministry coordinator at University
Reformed Church in Ann Arbor, and he is a com-
puter programmer at Creative Solutions Inc.
Diana Bray ’02 of Mount Pleasant, Mich., is assis-
tant athletic trainer/assistant recreation center
director at Alma College.
Aaron DeVos ’02 of Grand Rapids, Mich., recent-
ly received a CMFC (Chartered Mutual Fund
Counselor) certification at Waddell and Reed,
where he is a financial advisor.
Julie Green ’02 of Fairfax, Va., recently earned an
M.F.A. (please see “Advanced Degrees”) and is
head of the writing center at Northern Virginia
Community College outside of Washington, D.C.
Peter Hunsberger ’02 of Ann Arbor, Mich., is a
commercial loan officer at Comerica Bank in Ann
Arbor.
Chris Sizemore ’02 and Elizabeth Winne ’03
Sizemore recently married (please see
“Marriages”) and live in Ann Arbor, Mich.  He is
manager of community development for the
Detroit Pistons at the Palace of Auburn Hills. She
is a marketing associate, communications for
Stryker Leibinger Micro Implants in Kalamazoo,
Mich.  They named their recently acquired kittens
“Hope” and “Dutch.”
Timothy Stowe ’02 of Palo Alto, Calif., is pursu-
ing a Ph.D. in cancer biology at Stanford
University.
Andrew Vanover ’02 of McAllen, Texas, is area
director for Covenant Merge Ministries.
Stephanie Venard ’02 VanTil of Holland, Mich.,
is a production planner/scheduler at Holland
USA Inc.
Chris Winkler ’02 of San Francisco, Calif., spent
two weeks in Cameroon in September.  He visited
Stephanie Velander ’01, who serves there with
Wycliffe Bible Translators, teaching at Rain Forest
International School in the capital city of
Yaounde.  He also spent five days in a rural
village with a missionary who is part of a lan-
guage team.
Kevin Woloszyn ’02 of Lockport, Ill., is pursuing
a Doctor of Pharmacy degree at Midwestern
University in Downers Grove, Ill.
Jessica Barber ’03 of Knoxville, Tenn., is special
education resource and gifted teacher for the
Clinton City Schools in Clinton, Tenn.
Mary Chambers ’03 of Holland, Mich., accepted a
position with the West Ottawa Public schools in
July.  She teaches freshman Spanish at Macatawa
Bay.
Daniel DuPuis ’03 of Jenison, Mich., is music
director at Hager Park Church in Jenison.
Karissa DeYoung ’03 DuPuis of Jenison, Mich., is
a music teacher in the Coopersville Area Schools.
Todd Edema ’03 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is a
financial advisor at Waddell & Reed in Grand
Rapids.
Gracie George ’03 of College Station, Texas, is
teaching fourth grade at St. Joseph’s Elementary
School in Brian, Texas.
Mary Dunlap ’03 Sankiewicz of Grand Blanc,
Mich., is teaching creative movement and modern
dance at the Flint School of Performing Arts.  She
is also the new director and choreographer for the
Children’s Performance Workshop at the school.
Sara Steele ’03 of Arlington, Va., is media coordi-
nator for the White House Office of Media Affairs.
Will Weiss ’03 of College Station, Texas, is pursu-
ing a master’s degree in geology at Texas A&M
University.
Angela Zemla ’03 of Mooseheart, Ill., is a family
teacher in a youth residential facility at
Mooseheart Child City and Schools.
Katherine Budris ’04 of Libertyville, Ill., is a grad-
uate student at Roosevelt University pursuing a
Master of Fine Arts degree in poetry.
Leslie Colburn ’04 of Arlington, Va., is working
for the National Agricultural Statistics Service at
the Department of Agriculture in Washington,
D.C.
Emily Cronkite ’04 of Ann Arbor, Mich., is a
student at the University of Michigan School of
Social Work.
B.J. Maas ’04 of Hudsonville, Mich., accepted a
teaching position with the Wayland (Mich.)
Schools.
Jennifer Troke ’04 Neubert was recently married
(please see “Marriages”) and lives in Milton, Fla.
David Stefanich ’04 of St. Joseph, Mich., accepted
a teaching position with the West Ottawa Public
Schools.
Lindsay Townsend ’04 of Lombard, Ill., is a math
teacher at West Aurora High School in Aurora,
Ill., and is the head poms/dance team coach.
Dena Vathanaphone ’04 of Holland, Mich.,
teaches fourth grade at Great Lakes Elementary
School in the West Ottawa Public Schools.  In the
Sunday, Oct. 10, edition of The Grand Rapids
Press, she was featured in an article about her
new job and her experience with Project TEACH
at Hope.
Marissa Zvonar ’04 of Chicago, Ill., is a school
specialist/consultant for Public Consulting
Group Inc.
Marriages
We welcome your news.  In fact, we like printing
it, so please keep it coming.  Please note, though,
that we don’t publish engagement announce-
ments—that’s what this “marriages” section is
for!  Please write us after your wedding takes
place.
Madeline Slovenz ’70 and Peter Brownstone,
Sunday, Oct. 12, 2003, Mohonk, N.Y.
Jeffrey Corney ’87 and Sarah Buchmann,
Aug. 7, 2004.
Karen Visscher ’87 and Richard Mead,
Saturday, July 3, 2004, Holland, Mich.
Brad Doan ’93 and Katie Doan, Oct. 5, 2002,
Holland, Mich.
Ted VanZanden ’93 and Leanne Amash, Aug.
7, 2004, Bow, Wash.
Maria Dolgolenko ’94 and Alexey Kalgin,
Oct. 12, 2002, Moscow, Russia.
Anissa Mihalek ’94 and Craig Huffman, Aug.
6, 2004, Howell, Mich.
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Sarah Brass ’96 and Rudy Morales, April 7,
2004.
Alexander Fedototszkin ’96 and Jennifer
Manders, June 5, 2004, Rochester, Mich.
Mimi Phan ’96 and Sinh Dinh, Aug. 17, 2002,
Holland, Mich.
Meg Morgan ’97 and Ward Lyles, July 2, 2004,
Traverse City, Mich.
Sarah Wentzloff ’97 and Sergiu Botez, June
25, 2004, Christiansfeld, Denmark.
Karen Bhatt ’98 and Jorge Cuevas, June 5,
2004, Chicago, Ill.
Kari Vandrese ’98 and Mark Zamora, July 17,
2004, Gladstone, Mich.
Scott Voshel ’98 and Heather Fowler ’02, Oct.
16, 2004, Holland, Mich.
Colleen Doyle ’00 and Michael McCabe, Oct.
9, 2004, Rochester, Mich.
Alison Eichmann ’00 and Kevin Rock, July 5,
2003.
Chad Joldersma ’00 and Dawn Broekhuis ’02,
June 24, 2004, Holland, Mich.
Paul Kernstock ’00 and Kristen VandeWege
’00, Nov. 8, 2003, Bay City, Mich.
Nicholas Knebl ’00 and Erica Simpson ’01,
June 26, 2004, Holland, Mich.
Sara Tillema ’00 and Karl Ver Burg, Sept. 25,
2004, Holland, Mich.
Mindy Chamberlain ’01 and Ronald Denning,
Aug. 7, 2004, Saugatuck, Mich.
Adam Reddick ’01 and Jill McFarland, May
29, 2004, Saginaw, Mich.
Elizabeth Sortman ’01 and Brendan Pool,
Aug. 28, 2004, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Lori Brown ’02 and John Kemp, July 31, 2004,
Sebewaing, Mich.
Christopher Sizemore ’02 and Elizabeth
Winne ’03, Sept. 5, 2004, Littleton, Colo.
Andrew Vanover ’02 and Jennifer Seeger,
Sept. 18, 2004, Ada, Mich.
Alicia Daniel ’03 and Alonzo Warner, Oct. 2,
2004, Orlando, Fla.
Megan Davis ’03 and Matthew Freeman, Oct.
9, 2004, Chardon, Ohio.
Mary Dunlap ’03 and Jeffrey Sankiewicz ’03,
July 10, 2004.
Gracie George ’03 and Will Weiss ’03, July 24,
2004, Ludington, Mich.
Emily Preseau ’03 and Daniel Spalla, Aug. 7,
2004, Traverse City, Mich.
Matt Widenmier ’03 and Carrie Vivian ’04,
Oct. 2, 2004.
Lauren Hinkle ’04 and Dustin Janes, Aug. 7,
2004, Indianapolis, Ind.
Jennifer Troke ’04 and Frederic Neubert, Oct.
9, 2004, Grand Rapids, Mich.
New Arrivals
Kristine Wagner ’86 Thomas and Eric
Thomas, Leah Hope, Aug. 12, 2004.
Suzanne Waters ’86 Wilson and Jeffrey
Wilson, Michaela Renee, Sept. 25, 2003.
Janilyn Brouwer ’88 Daub and Philip Daub,
Matthew Jon, Aug. 10, 2004.
Jill Schrotenboer ’88 Rhoades and Peter
Rhoades, Hope Ann, July 16, 2004.
James VanEenenaam ’88 and Sblenda
VanEenenaam, Liliana Isla (Lily), Oct. 22, 2004.
David Baer ’89  and Maggie Baer, Jack, Aug.
16, 2004.
Jill McCandless ’89 Northuis and Michael
Northuis ’89, Mathieu Richard, Aug. 3, 2004.
Eric Shotwell ’89 and Nichole Shotwell,
Emma Hope, Sept. 9, 2004.
Mary Taylor-Johnson ’89 and Jim Johnson,
Anne Catherine Taylor Johnson and Grace
Taylor Johnson, Aug. 28, 2004.
Wendy Braje ’90 and J. Stephen Mansfield,
Ella Mary Mansfield, Oct. 11, 2004.
A. Dale Grimes ’91 and Julie Norman ’93
Grimes, Rachel Karlie Dale Grimes, Sept. 30,
2004
Nancy Bartels ’91 Tasma and Rob Tasma,
Mila Marie, Jan. 4, 2004.
Doug Danby ’92 and Heather Mendenhall-
Danby ’92, Nolan Edward, June 24, 2004.
Tom Werkman ’92 and Erin Jungslager ’94
Werkman, Elisabeth Frances, July 12, 2004.
Jeff Clark ’94 and Kim Benninger ’94 Clark,
Gabrielle Kristen “Ellie,” Dec. 1, 2003.
Kerri-Sue DeWitt ’94 Smits and James Smits
’96, Conner James, Aug. 10, 2004.
David Rink ’94 and Susan Rink, Justin David,
Aug. 15, 2004.
Rachel Moore ’95 Arnold and David Arnold,
Tyler David, Aug. 1, 2004.
Stacy Weiden ’95 Pape and Bryan Pape, Elijah
William, Aug. 18, 2004.
Tom Bonnema ’96 and Anna Bonnema, Abby,
Noah and Sophie, Feb. 5, 2004.
Beth Perry ’97 Legg and Chris Legg ’97, Colby
Perry, May 7, 2004.
Kathy Fansler ’97 Meuzelaar and Chris
Meuzelaar ’99, Luc Adam, Oct. 3, 2004.
Brian Peterson ’97 and Kate Peterson,
Lindsey Anne and Grant Edward, Oct. 20, 2004.
David Verry ’97 and Laurie Ellison ’98 Verry,
Dominic Scott, March 17, 2004.
Jodi TenHarkel ’98 DeWitte and Jon DeWitte
’98, Nathan David, June 1, 2004.
Michael van Opstall ’98 and Catherine
Norman, Ia Elizabeth, Sept. 30, 2004.
David Williams ’98 and Stephanie Jones ’99
Williams, Megan Alea, May 18, 2004.
Josh Neucks ’99 and Audrey Neucks, Jacob
Joshua, Oct. 27, 2004.
Andrew Roelofs ’99 and Arika Weckwert ’99
Roelofs, Lauren Renee, Aug. 28, 2004.
Erin Bates ’01 Altman and Zac Altman,
Alison Rose, June 11, 2004.
Amy Szymczak ’01 Olsen and Gregory Olsen,
Sofia Marie, April 16, 2004.
Lisa Eller ’02 Clauson and Jonathan Clauson,
David Jonathan, Sept. 6, 2004.
Advanced Degrees
Patricia Russell ’76 Dignum, MPA, Grand
Valley State University, Dec., 2003.
Karin Gardlund ’87 Cramer, Master’s of
Education, Aquinas College, May, 2004.
Amy Jarchow ’97, Ph.D. in clinical psycholo-
gy, Idaho State University.
Margaret Graske ’99 Collins, Ph.D. in organic
chemistry, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Aug. 19, 2004.
Chandler Pohl ’99, M.F.A. in cinematography,
American Film Institute, Dec., 2001.
Andrew Zwyghuizen ’99, M.D., Vanderbilt
University Medical School, May, 2004.
MaryBeth Marchionda ’00 Paulisse, M.A. in
reading and language arts instruction, Cardinal
Stritch University, August, 2004.
Eric Bruns ’01, master’s degree in the art of
teaching, Marygrove College, Dec., 2003.
Julie Green ’02, M.F.A., University of Florida,
Aug., 2004.
Heather Dustin ’02 Wing, master’s in social
work, University of Michigan, May, 2004.
Deaths
Word has been received of the death of Lois
Brockmeier ’26 Annis of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
who died on Wednesday, Oct. 13, 2004.  
Susan Dickson ’77 Cram of Mount Laurel,
N.J., died on Sunday, Sept. 5, 2004.  She was 48.
She was employed by Commerce Bank for the
past five years.
Survivors include her sons, Adam and Tyler
Cram of Mount Laurel; parents, David and Ruth
Dickson of Venice, Fla.; sisters, Debi (Jeff)
McLhinney of Boardman, Ohio, Sally (John)
Schreck of Bethel Park, Pa., and Rebecca (Eric)
Lynch of Oak Ridge, N.J.; and many nieces and
nephews.
Word has been received of the death of
Harold J. Craw ’39 of Hilton, N.Y., who died on
Thursday, March 20, 2003.  He was 85.
Clarence Adrian De Dee ’37 of Venice, Fla.,
died on Monday, Sept. 27, 2004.  He was 90.
He was employed as a commercial artist and
lithographer.
He was preceded in death by his wife of 54
years, Lucille Buter ’38 De Dee.
Survivors include his sons, Bruce ’64
(Dorothy) DeDee of Kalamazoo, Mich., and Kim
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grandchildren; sister-in-law Audrey Berghorst; a
niece; and a nephew.
William Holden Draper ’48 of Virginia Beach,
Va., died on Sunday, Oct. 17, 2004.  He was 81.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps who
served in Okinawa and China, and he received the
Silver Star while serving in Korea.  Following duty
in Vietnam, he retired in 1967 after 26 years of
service, earning 19 ribbons and the rank of lieu-
tenant colonel.
He then served as a group vice president at
Michigan National Bank for 20 years.
He was a member of Francis Asbury United
Methodist Church and the Lions Club.
Survivors include his wife of 46 years, Mildred
Patridge Draper, and his daughter, Linda Marie
Draper.
Robert Jay Groen ’60 of Holland, Mich., died
on Thursday, Nov. 11, 2004.  He was 72.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Army who served
during the Korean War.
He worked as a savings and loan manager for
many years in Florida and in Holland.  He was a
former member of Maplewood Reformed Church.
He was preceded in death in 1993 by his wife of
27 years, Leslie.
Survivors include his children, Timothy Groen
of Washington, D.C., and Ellen Groen of Holland;
three grandchildren; brothers and sisters, Betty
Kruithof of Holland, Karen Nealssohn of Flint,
Mich., and Sandra and Floyd Roelofs of Drenthe,
Mich.; in-laws, Keith and Diane Bosch, Allan and
Jayne Bosch of Jenison, Mich., Mark and Genny
Bosch of Portland, Ore., Marcia and Stewart
Washburn of Holland, and Kathy Linden of
Glenn; and several nieces, nephews and cousins.
James A. Hakken ’51 of Wayland, Mich., died
on Sunday, Aug. 29, 2004.  He was 74.
He was born in the Bahrein Islands (Arabia) to
missionary parents, Bernard Hakken ’20 and Elda
Van Putten ’18 Hakken.
He served as a history professor at Jackson
(Mich.) Community College for 35 years before
retiring to Wayland.  He was a member of Hope
Reformed Church of Holland, First Presbyterian
Church of Jackson, and Wayland United Church.
Survivors include his brother, B. Daniel ’50
(Donna Hoogerhyde ’56) Hakken; niece, Ruth
Hakken ’78 (Douglas) Roosien; a niece and
nephews, including John Hakken ’80, Daniel ’97
(Lynda ’92) Hakken, Timothy ’85 (Kellie) Hakken,
and Andrew ’90 (Cara Aprea ’90) Hakken; 14
grand nephews and nieces; and three great-grand
nephews and nieces.
Alfred Louis Hietbrink ’46 of Holland, Mich.,
died on Saturday, Oct. 2, 2004.  He was 79.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Navy who served
during WW II.
He worked at Haworth for more than 30 years
and retired in 1989.
He was a member of Maple Avenue Ministries,
where he served as elder, deacon, cadet leader and
choir member.  He also served as a volunteer
teacher at the Christian Reformed Church mission
in Bravo, Mich., for more than 30 years.
Survivors include his wife of 56 years, Janet;
children, Pamela Hietbrink of Grand Rapids,
Mich., Nancy and Richard Frens of Grand Rapids,
and Marilou and Ronald Vander Griend of South
Bend, Ind.; six grandchildren; one great-grandson;
brothers and sisters, Geraldine Schrotenboer of
Jenison, Mich., Henrietta Van Hemert of Holland;
Henry Hietbrink of Holland; John and Penny
Hietbrink of Florida, and Margaret and Don
Kiekintveld of Holland; and several in-laws,
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Donald B. Hillebrands ’53 of Naples, Fla., died
on Tuesday, Oct. 5, 2004.  He was 73.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Army who served
in the Korean War.
He was a former owner of Ter Haar Venhuizen
Cadillac Olds.
He was preceded in death by his wife Norma
Jean Hertzman Hillebrands in 1989.
Survivors include his wife Cherrie; children,
Donald B. Hillebrands II ’87, Thomas Hillebrands,
Kathryn Burroughs, Joan Hillebrands and Myra
Muth; stepchildren, Stacy and Scott Otto; and nine
grandchildren.
Elizabeth Arendshorst ’32 Klaasen of Grand
Rapids, Mich., died on Sunday, Oct. 17, 2004.  She
was 93.
A former resident of Holland, she taught in the
home economics department of Holland High
School, was a charter member of the Junior
Welfare League, and was a member of Third
Reformed Church.
Following the death of her husband in 1975,
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Campus Notes
are among those behind an award-winning
exhibition at the Saugatuck-Douglas
Museum.
The exhibition, “Tales of the Villages.  A
Saugatuck-Douglas Storybook,” won a
Michigan Museum Association award on
Friday, Oct. 22, during the annual confer-
ence of the Michigan and American
Museum Associations in Grand Rapids.
The exhibit is based on 13 stories about 13
different Saugatuck-Douglas people at dif-
ferent times in history, ranging from a
Saugatuck pioneer woman who befriend-
ed local Native Americans to Burr
Tillstrom, who created the television
puppet show Kukla, Fran and Ollie.
Hillman, who is the Howard R. and
Margaret E. Sluyter Associate Professor of
Art and Design, headed the team that
designed the exhibition. Cook, who is
manager of the Hope-Geneva Bookstore,
together with his son Brian designed a
giant cartoon-like map, drawn and illus-
trated in the manner of Michigan travel
posters of the 1930s and 1940s, that links
the stories geographically.  Brian also illus-
trated the stories.
The exhibition opened on Sunday, May
30, and continued through Sunday, Dec. 5.
Fred Johnson of the history faculty and
David Schock of the communication
faculty have produced the documentary
film The Klan in Michigan, Part I:
Reconstruction, the first part of their
research into the Ku Klux Klan in
Michigan.
Part I deals with the formation of the
Klan following the Civil War. The segment
premiered on Friday, Oct. 15, in conjunc-
tion with the national 24th Biennial
Conference of the Conference on Faith and
History, held at Hope.
The Klan had a presence in Michigan as
early as 1868, but it didn’t attract a large
following.  The three phases of the Klan’s
greatest activity in Michigan intersect with
the Reconstruction period after the Civil
War, in the 1910s and 1920s, and again
after the 1960s Civil Rights Movement.
The latter two claimed far more adherents.
One source estimated that membership in
the Klan of the 1920s was at more than a
quarter million.
The two professors have spent the last
three years interviewing people, research-
ing materials, and acquiring images.  Drs.
Johnson and Schock—with videographer
Phil Blauw and then-students Dan
Morrison ’04 and Jason Kehrer ’03—trav-
eled the state speaking with historians and
others who had researched the Klan.
Peter Schakel and Jack Ridl of the
English faculty are co-authors of
Approaching Literature in the 21st Century:
Fiction, Poetry, Drama, published by
Bedford/St. Martin’s Press in Boston.
The book is intended primarily for use
in first- or second-year college
“Introduction to Literature” courses and
junior- or senior-level high school litera-
ture classes. It explains and illustrates the
elements used in fiction, poetry, and
drama, and includes more than 50 stories,
200 poems, and 12 plays as examples for
students to read and discuss.
Included in the book is work by six
Hope College students: Alicia L. Abood
’04 of Lansing, Mich.; Daniel J. Carter, a
senior from Troy; Kortney M. DeVito, a
senior from Okemos; Kristina Martinez
’04 of Holland, Mich.; Catherine Anne
Otto, a senior from Byron Center; and
Caleb C. Sheng ’04 of Brighton, Mich.
Together they contributed samples of
student writing in a variety of forms: a
journal entry, an essay exam answer,
several short essays, and a research paper.
Several also contributed first-person
explanations of the writing process—of
the steps they followed as they planned,
drafted, and revised their work. 
A new children’s book co-authored by
Heather Sellers of the English faculty fea-
tures two real-life canine protagonists in a
fictional tale.
Dr. Sellers and author/illustrator Amy
Young of Spring Lake have written Spike
and Cubby’s Ice Cream Island Adventure!,
published by Henry Holt and Company of
New York City.  The title characters are
Young’s black lab, Spike, who is an artist
in the book, and Dr. Sellers’s corgi Cubby
Jones, who writes the books that Spike
illustrates.
In the story, Spike and Cubby go sailing
on Torch Lake, and find themselves in the
midst of a terrible summer storm.  Their
creativity saves the day and they earn the
best reward of all: superb ice cream
sundaes.
The book’s publication was celebrated
with a kick-off party to benefit local dogs
on Saturday, Oct. 9, at the Harbor Humane
Society.  Both of the title dogs themselves
benefited from the services of adoptive
agencies.  Spike was adopted from a
humane society, and Cubby was adopted
through the Lakeshore Pembroke Welsh
Corgi rescue association.
Joel Toppen of the political science
faculty has received the ninth annual
“Favorite Faculty/Staff Member” award
presented by the student body.
The award was presented on Saturday,
Oct. 9, during halftime of the college’s
Homecoming football game.
Recipients of the award are chosen
through a vote open to the entire student
body and conducted at the same time as
the elections for the Homecoming court
and king and queen.  The students are not
provided with a list of candidates for the
award, but rather are asked to write in the
name of the person that they feel should be
honored.  The award was first presented in
1996.
It is the second time during the current
calendar year that Hope’s students have
chosen Dr. Toppen for major recognition.
During the college’s Commencement cere-
mony on Sunday, May 2, he was presented
the 40th annual “Hope Outstanding
Professor Educator” (H.O.P.E.) Award by
the graduating Class of 2004.
Al Vanderbush ’29 of Minneapolis,
Minn., professor emeritus of political
science, has been honored by his former
Hope football players with a plaque at the
American Football Coaches Hall of Fame
in Waco, Texas.
The plaque reads: “Coach Al
Vanderbush, Hope College 1946-54.
Coach Vanderbush refused to let us settle
for less than our best.  He taught us to play
with intensity but never without respect
for the rules, for our opponents and for
ourselves.  In his daily life, he modeled the
man of Christian character, discipline,
intellect and integrity, effectively... as it
continues in our hearts to this day.  We
honor him for what he did for us.  Football
players of Hope College, 1946-1954.”
He joined the Hope faculty in 1945, and
taught both history and political science.
In addition to coaching, he was director of
athletics from 1954 to 1960.  He retired in
1972.
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she traveled extensively.  In 1981 she moved to
Grand Rapids, Mich., where she was a member of
Central Reformed Church and P.E.O.
In addition to her husband, she was preceded
in death by brothers Julian Arendshorst ’41 and
Bernard Arendshorst ’30.
Survivors include her daughter, Lynn Klaasen
’72 (Timothy ’72) Hillegonds; grandchildren,
Rachel Hillegonds ’99, Thomas Hillegonds ’02,
and Rebecca Hillegonds ’05; brother William
(Betty) Arendshorst ’38; and several nieces and
nephews.
George L. Lumsden ’44 of Birmingham, Mich.,
died on Sunday, Nov. 14, 2004.  He was 83.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Navy who served
as an officer in the Pacific during World War II.
He worked as a manager of training at Chrysler
Corp. and was president of Executive
Communications.  He was also a manager and
executive of an advertising agency in Holland, and
was the author of several books on management
and public speaking.
He was preceded in death by his daughter,
Nancy Sullivan.
Survivors include his wife of 60 years, Marjorie
Brouwer ’43 Lumsden; son, James (Barbara)
Lumsden; son-in-law, Gary Sullivan; brother, Roy
’52 (Penny Ramaker ’56) Lumsden; two grandchil-
dren; and in-laws, Myra Brouwer ’47 and Ken ’49
Zuverink.
Paul G. Lydens ’60 of Columbus, Ohio, died on
Monday, Oct. 18, 2004.  He was 67.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Army.
He was the president of York Financial Corp.
He was a member of Linworth United
Methodist Church where he was in the choir and
held many other positions.  He was also president
of United Methodist Men’s Foundation; a former
member of the trustees at Methodist Theological
School of Ohio; and a member of the Masonry,
Worthington-Dublin Rotary, and Worthington
Hills Country Club.
He was preceded in death by his parents,
George and Kathryn Lydens, and his first wife,
Jacqueline Jones Lydens. 
Survivors include his wife of 27 years, Viva W.;
children, Lisa Lydens ’88 (Judd ’86) Efinger of Park
City, Utah, Ron (Ann) Wade of Powell, Ohio, and
Lisa (Eric) Stephenson of Pittsburgh, Pa.; eight
grandchildren; sister, Nancy Roof of Hudson,
Ohio; and many other relatives.
Catherine Gage ’91 Marino of Chicago, Ill.,
died on Thursday, Sept. 16, 2004.  She was 35.
Following graduation from Hope, she studied
computer graphics, scientific illustration and
fashion illustration.  She earned a master’s degree
in library science and became the librarian at St.
Scholastica Academy.  She subsequently earned
teacher certification.
She was preceded in death by her grandfather
Matthew Marino.
Survivors include her parents, Charles and Gay
Marino; brothers, David (the late Mary Jo), John,
and James; grandparents, Angela Stasio and
Edward (Jean) Hastings; three nephews; an aunt
and uncle; and cousins.
Sakiko Kanamori ’63 Mook of Bennekom, the
Netherlands, died on Saturday, Aug. 21, 2004,
after she had been suddenly infected in May with
meningococcal sepsis, a rare bacteria-based blood
disease.  She was 65.
She learned English in her hometown in Japan
from missionaries who suggested she attend
Hope.  After graduating from Hope and the
Juilliard School of Music, she entered the auditions
for the Metropolitan Opera in New York City,
which she won in 1967.  She then went to Europe
for an opera and lieder career.  Her base for many
years was in northern Germany, where she was a
regular soloist in several opera houses and a guest
in others.  She sang more than 400 performances.
Survivors include her husband, Byron Mook,
and two sons, Barry and Dennis.
Ann Kristin Paeth ’97 of Bay City, Mich., died
suddenly on Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2004, following
a brief illness.  She was 28.
She was a member of Immanuel Lutheran
Church.
She was also a graduate of The Ohio State
University and was a graduate student at the
University of Claifornia-Riverside at the time of
her death.
Survivors include her parents, Timothy and
Kathleen Paeth; her sister, Amy Paeth of Bay City;
her brother, Brian (Michele) Paeth of
Albuquerque, N.M.; and her grandparents,
Herbert and Elizabeth Eichinger of Bay City.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Dance Department — In Memory of Ann K.
Paeth.
F. Gordon Pleune ’39 of Rochester, N.Y., died
on Monday, Sept. 22, 2003.  He was 87.
He was a veteran who served as a physician
during World War II and as a volunteer physician
during the Vietnam War.
He was on the staff at Strong Memorial
Hospital and in private practice for many years.
He enjoyed golf, tennis and gardening. 
Survivors include his wife, Carol; children,
Steven (Ann) Pleune, Martha (Fred) Gramlich,
Tim Pleune ’71, David (Rosa) Schwartz, and
Susan (Brian) Bishoping; sister, Ethel; 10 grand-
children; four great-grandchildren; and nieces
and nephews.
Lambert Ponstein ’48 of Holland, Mich., died
on Thursday, Oct. 21, 2004.  He was 92.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Army who served
in England during World War II.
He graduated from Western Theological
Seminary and earned a doctorate in theology at
Vanderbilt University.  He taught at Hope for 30
years, retiring as a professor in the religion
department.  The graduating class of 1977 voted
him the recipient of the Hope Outstanding
Educator (H.O.P.E.) Award.
He was an early advocate for the ordination of
women in the Reformed Church of America.  For
many years he was an editorial writer for The
Holland Sentinel. He was a member of Maplewood
Reformed Church, where he served as both elder
and interim pastor.  He had also served on the
boards of Northwestern College, Camp Geneva,
and Evergreen Commons.
Survivors include his wife of 55 years, Joan;
three daughters, Mary Ponstein ’71 (Allan) De
Lange of Orland Park, Ill., Susan Ponstein ’73
(Carey ’73) Boote of Holland, and Nancy Ponstein
’76 (Michael) Disabato of Mequon, Wis.; and
seven grandchildren, including Susan De Lange
’03, John Boote ’06 and Jacquelyn Boote ’08.
Prudence Haskin ’50 Selover of Holland,
Mich., died on Saturday, Sept. 25, 2004.  She was
76.
She taught school in Honor, Mich.
Upon returning to Holland, she was active in
the choir and guild at Hope Reformed Church,
where she was a member. She was a church choir
director and a vocal soloist for area churches for
many years. She was a former member of and fre-
quent soloist with the Holland Community
Chorale, and violinist in the Holland Symphony
Orchestra.
Survivors include her husband of 54 years,
Carl Selover ’50; children, Prudence Selover ’86
(Lawrence) Kurtz of East Jordan, Mich., Renee
Selover ’86 (Steve) Schrems of Zeeland, Mich.,
Lloyd (Theresa) Selover of Holland, and Conrad
Selover of Holland; eight grandchildren, includ-
ing Katie Alverson ’01; two great-grandchildren;
sisters, Patricia Haskin ’46 (Edward ’46) Roberts
of Holland, and Phyllis Haskin ’47 (Joseph ’49)
DeNeve of West Olive, Mich.; brothers-in-law,
Robert (Patricia) Selover of North Brunswick,
N.J., and Sam Speranza of Jamesburg, N.J.; and
sister-in-law, Justa Quackenbrush of Kissimmee,
Fla.  
Ruth Hagymasy ’66 Small of Lawrence, Kan.,
died on Sunday, Oct. 3, 2004.  She was 60.
She was a homemaker.
She was preceded in death by her father,
William Hagymasy.
Survivors include her husband, Edward S.
Small ’62; a son, Edward W. Small, and a daugh-
ter, Jessica Juarez, both of Lawrence; her mother,
Elizabeth Hagymasy of North Brunswick; and a
brother, Kenneth Hagymasy of East Brunswick.
John Suwa Traylor ’71 of Dublin, Ohio, died
on Monday, Sept. 13, 2004.  He was 55.
He worked as an engineer for Honda Research
and Development.
He was a member of Dublin Baptist Church.
He made and restored violins, and was a former
violin teacher.  He was also a member of various
orchestras and of the Violin Society of America.
He was preceded in death by his father, Ned
Traylor, and brother, Richard Traylor.
Survivors include his wife, Christina; children,
Heidemarie, Olivia, Isaac and Ethan, all of
Dublin; and his mother, Akiko Suwa Traylor of
Japan.
Merle VandenBerg ’48 of Panama City Beach,
Fla., died on Tuesday, Oct. 19, 2004.  He was 81.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps
who served as a lieutenant in the Pacific during
World War II.
He retired from the Grand Rapids Public
Schools in 1987 and subsequently substituted in
the Charlevoix (Mich.) Public Schools for 10
years.  He had also taught in Hartford, Mich., and
Kalamazoo, Mich.
He was first married to Lois Mlnarik and they
had two daughters, Sue and Mary.
He was a member of the First Congregational
Church of Charlevoix, where he served as deacon
and church moderator.  He was a 32nd Degree
Mason in Findlay, Ohio, and a member and
officer of Kiwanis Club of Charlevoix.  He helped
organize the Key Club at Charlevoix High School
and Kiwanis Club in Boyne City, Mich.
He is survived by his wife, Nan; daughters,
Sue (Ron) Van Eyk and Mary (Paul) Richmond of
Kalamazoo; brothers, Kenneth VandenBerg ’42 of
Delray Beach, Fla., and Robert (Ursula)
VandenBerg ’39 of North Fort Myers, Fla.; step-
children, Andy and Eve Phillips of Panama City
Beach, and Randy Phillips and Barbara Phillips,
both of Grand Rapids; seven grandchildren; six
step-grandchildren; three great-grandchildren;
three step-great-grandchildren; and nieces.
Marian VanZyl ’42 Vander Hart of Lowell,
Mich., died on Monday, Oct. 11, 2004.  She was
85.
She had been an educator and community vol-
unteer, and was an active member of
Westminster Presbyterian Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Robert E. Vander Hart ’42, and brothers George,
Fred and Bob VanZyl ’48.
Survivors include her five children, Barbara
Nurenberg of Iron Mountain, Mich., Mark
(Barbara) Vander Hart of Lowell, Joel (Mary)
Vander Hart of Colorado Springs, Colo., Mary
(Clark) Stoller of Van Wert, Ohio, and Robert
(Cyndi) Vander Hart of Decatur, Ind.; 20 grand-
children; two great-grandchildren; brothers,
Harold and Raymond VanZyl; sister, Emily
Hibma; and many nieces and nephews.
Myron J. Van Leeuwen ’34 of Dover, Mass.,
died on Monday, July 26, 2004.  He was 92.
He served as an instructor in the University of
Faculty Positions Available
The college is seeking candidates for faculty positions available during the
2005-06 academic year. Consideration of candidates is underway and will con-
tinue until the positions are filled, with additional deadlines noted below.  More
information concerning the character of each position may be obtained through
the home page of the provost’s office, www.hope.edu/admin/provost/ or




Holland, MI  49422-9000
DEAN FOR THE NATURAL AND 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
The dean oversees the departments of biology,
chemistry, computer science, geological and
environmental sciences, mathematics, nursing
and physics.  Qualifications include demon-
strated commitment to undergraduate research
and interdisciplinary teaching and learning, 
and connections to the national science 
community. (Dr. James N. Boelkins, provost)
DANCE
Department chair, also to teach jazz technique
and dance pedagogy, and to conduct research.
Both M.F.A. and M.A. strongly preferred.
(Maxine DeBruyn, debruyn@hope.edu)
EDUCATION
Emphasis on elementary reading instruction/
literacy and/or educational psychology.  
Valid teaching certificate and Ph.D./near-Ph.D.
required.  (Dr. Richard Mezeske,
rmezeske@hope.edu)
ENGINEERING
Assistant professor.  Mechanical engineering,
engineering mechanics, biomechanics, civil
engineering.  (Dr. Roger Veldman,
veldman@hope.edu)
GERMAN
Visiting assistant professor, one-year replace-
ment.  Ph.D. preferred, ABD considered.  
(Dr. Sander de Haan, dehaan@hope.edu)
HISTORY
Modern continental European history, 1750-
present, subfield in Latin American or Asian
history.  (Dr. Janis M. Gibbs, gibbs@hope.edu)
KINESIOLOGY
Two positions:  (1) human anatomy, anatomi-
cal kinesiology and biomechanics, and 
(2) physical education, serving as an assistant
football coach.  Ph.D. strongly preferred 
(Dr. R. Richard Ray, ray@hope.edu)
LIBRARY
Visiting systems/ reference/ instruction librari-
an, one-year sabbatical replacement.  (David
Jensen, jensend@hope.edu)
MATHEMATICS
Statistics.  (Dr. Darin R. Stephenson, 
stephenson@hope.edu)
MUSIC
Two positions:  (1) piano (Charles Aschbrenner,
aschbrenner@hope.edu), and (2) music history,
completed or nearly completed doctorate 
(Dr. Brad Richmond, richmond@hope.edu)
POLITICAL SCIENCE
One-year sabbatical replacement at visiting
assistant professor level. Comparative politics.
Ph.D. preferred but ABD considered.  
(Dr. Annie G. Dandavati, dandavati@hope.edu)
RELIGION
World religions and theology, specialized in a
non-Western world religion.  (Dr. Steven C.
Bouma-Prediger, boumapred@hope.edu)
SPANISH
Linguistics. (Dr. Maria Claudia Andre,
andre@hope.edu)
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Qualifications include valid teaching certificate.
(Susan Cherup, cherup@hope.edu)
THEATRE
One-year sabbatical replacement at visiting
assistant professor level.  MFA or Ph.D. pre-
ferred. (Dr. Daina Robins, robins@hope.edu)
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Ability to combine excellence in classroom
teaching with scholarly or other appropriate
professional activity; commitment to the char-
acter and goals of a liberal arts college with a
Christian perspective.
RANK AND SALARY
Tenure track with rank open, unless specified.
Salary commensurate with education and
experience.  Terminal degrees are required for
all positions unless otherwise noted.
Hope College places a high priority on sustaining a
supportive environment that recognizes the impor-
tance of having a diverse faculty and staff in order to
best prepare students for successful careers in our
multi-cultural nation and global community.
Applications from qualified persons with diverse back-
grounds and cultures, including women and persons
of color, are, therefore, especially welcomed.  Hope
College complies with federal and state requirements
for nondiscrimination in employment.
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Michigan School of Dentistry and oversaw the
dental clinic of the University of Michigan Health
Services.  In 1945 he was recruited to the Harvard
School of Dental Medicine as an associate in clini-
cal dentistry, and later served as a visiting
associate and assistant professor of operative den-
tistry.  He was a pioneer in both restorative
materials and dental instruments, and he devel-
oped the use of wax and the “wax add-on”
technique for teaching.
He retired from Harvard in 1983, but continued
to serve as a dentist at University Health Services
in Cambridge and as an associate at the Forsythe
Dental Center.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Mary
Ann.
Survivors include two sisters, Cornelia Gaston
of Pompton Plains, N.J., and Ethelyn Van Leeuwen
’46 Rezelman of Lapeer, Mich; one nephew; and
six nieces.
Mary Ellen Vugteveen ’58 Van Verst of Oak
Brook, Ill., died on Thursday, Sept. 23, 2004.  She
was 67.
She retired from the Illinois Math and Science
Academy in Aurora, Ill., after many years of
service as a teacher.  She was a member of the
American Chemical Society.
She was involved with First Presbyterian
Church of River Forest, where she taught Sunday
school and was a part of the OPRF Young Life
Group.  She was also a volunteer for and member
of the Women’s Association of the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra.
Survivors include her husband, George Van
Verst ’58; children, Janet Van Verst ’83 and Scott
’82 (Mary Vosteen ’82) Van Verst; brother, Joel
(Joyce) Vugteveen; brother-in-law Richard
(Penelope) Van Verst ’62; and nieces and nephews.
Alberta Kooiker ’38 Vermeer of Pella, Iowa,
died on Sunday, Oct. 10, 2004.  She was 89.
She served with her husband, Henry J.
Vermeer ’37, who was an RCA pastor in Michigan,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Colorado, and Iowa.
Following retirement in 1977, they spent their
winters in Bradenton, Fla.
She was active in World Home Bible League,
RCA Women’s Work, Pella Women’s Club,
Fortnightly, Crossroads Prison Ministry, First
Reformed Church Ladies Aid, and RCA Board of
Pensions.
She was preceded in death by a brother and his
wife, Arthur (Billie) Kooiker, and brother- and
sister-in-law George (Dorothy Vermeer) Addison.
In addition to her husband of 65 years, sur-
vivors include her children, Lorna Vermeer ’63
(Mike ’64) Schrier of Montgomery, Ala., and Jim
(Pam) Vermeer of Pella; five grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren; brother, Anthony Kooiker of
Orange City, Iowa; brother- and sister-in-law,
Harvey and Johanna Vermeer of Sioux Center,
Iowa; and several nieces and nephews.
Mary Jane “Molly” Vaupell ’39 Vollink of
Holland, Mich., died on Friday, Sept. 24, 2004.  She
was 87.
She taught English in the Zeeland and Holland
public schools.
She was a member of Third Reformed
Church.  She was also a lifetime member of the
Women’s Literary Club, a Rotary Ann for more
than 50 years, and a member of the Holland
Country Club.
Survivors include her husband of 62 years,
Andrew ’38; daughters, Mary Vollink ’68 (Ross)
Pobanz of Indian River, Mich., and Dawn
Vollink ’72 of Kalamazoo, Mich.; brother-in-law,
Raymond (Peg) Vollink of Grand Rapids, Mich.;
and sister-in-law, Mrs. John (Margaret)
Bouwkamp of Jenison, Mich.
Sympathy To
The family of Deborah Bock of Vienna,
Austria, who died on Wednesday, Sept. 15,
2004.  She was 57.
She was the great-great granddaughter of
A.C. Van Raalte and grew up in Holland, Mich.
She had been involved with Hope’s Vienna
Summer School for many years, first as a
student in 1968, and later as an administrator
and teacher in the program since the mid-1970s.
She was also on the faculty of Webster
University in Vienna.
She was preceded in death by her parents,
Roy and Jean Klomparens.
Survivors include her husband, Richard;
children, Patrick Bock of Washington, D.C., and
Margret Bock of Boston, Mass.; sister, Melissa
(Felipe) Ramirez of Holland; and nieces and
nephews.
The family of William P. De Long of
Holland, Mich., who died on Sunday, Oct. 3,
2004.  He was 91.
He was preceded in death by his wife,
Dorothy De Long, in 1982.
He was a C.P.A. for more than 60 years.  He
started his own firm in Holland in 1970.
He was a member of Christ Memorial
Church.  He was also a member of numerous
clubs and civic organizations, including
H.A.S.P., Muskegon Elks Club, and Michigan
Association of Certified Public Accountants.  He
was given the President’s Award by Hope’s
Second Century Club and a Distinguished
Service Award by the Holland Rotary Club.  In
the 1980s, he and others in the family as well as
friends established the Dorothy Wiley De Long
Professorship in Dance at the college.  He served
on the board of directors for Holland Rotary
Club, Holland BPW, MACPA, Macatawa Bay
Yacht Club, Holland-Zeeland Community
Foundation, and the Cheff Foundation for
Handicapped Children.
Survivors include his sons, Jack (Alice) De
Long and Ted ’65 (Ellen Walters ’65) De Long,
all of Holland; six grandchildren, including
Kelly De Long ’90 (Thomas ’90) Carlisle; three
step-grandchildren; three great-grandchildren;
brothers, Paul De Long and Robert (Verna) De
Long, all of Muskegon, Mich.; and sister, Nina
De Wind of Muskegon.
The family of John F. de Vries of Zeeland,
Mich., who died on Friday, Oct. 22, 2004.  He
was 72.
He was preceded in death by a son, John
Patrick de Vries III, on March 23, 2004.
Survivors include his wife of 50 years,
Evelyn “Evie,” who has been a member of the
Creative Dining Service staff at Hope in Phelps
Hall for 15 years.
The family of Mason Ritton of Vancouver,
Wash., who died on Wednesday, Nov. 17, 2004,
at age four.  He was the son of Kris Ritton '91,
who had served as assistant cheerleading coach
at Hope before the family moved to Vancouver,
and Kimberly Mason '99 Ritton.
He was born prematurely and incurred infec-
tions, which led to the removal of half of his
small intestine at age two weeks and the remain-
der 10 weeks later.  After nearly a year, he had a
successful small intestine and liver transplant.
He succumbed to a virus he contracted last
summer that had required 10 additional surg-
eries.
He was preceded in death by his grandfa-
ther, James Ritton, and his uncle, Leslie Ritton.
Survivors, in addition to his parents, include
his sister, Sophia; grandparents, Shirley Ritton,
and Lyn and Vaughan Mason; and aunts, uncles
and cousins.
Sympathy To
alumni         parents         friends...serving students
“I always intended to come back home and help a non-profit institution with a
mission, vision of service, and a product to offer to the next generation of
young leaders.  GOAL ACCOMPLISHED! As a Regional Advancement Director,
it is a privilege to serve the Hope family and ask for your support of the Hope
Fund.  
Your participation allows the college to continue its mission in supporting 
scholarships for worthy students, attract and keep outstanding faculty and staff,
and preserve our beautiful campus.  No matter who you are, where you are,








Popcorn, soda and hot dogs for one child at the Hope-Calvin 
Basketball Game:  Price — $10
Hope baseball cap and sweatshirt from the Bookstore:  
Price — $35
Contributing to the Hope Fund to support student scholarships,
recruit faculty, and preserve our campus for generations to 
come:  Priceless!
There are some needs that giving can’t address . . . for everything
else, there’s the Hope Fund!
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The leech story was a
bit unsettling.
While investigating the rain forests of the
Philippines, field biologist and National
Geographic photographer Dr. Tim Laman ’83
stopped to help a colleague who had some-
thing in his eye.  It turned out to be a small
blood-sucker.
Miles from help, it was time for some
impromptu first aid.  The audience cringed
as Dr. Laman, back on campus this fall as a
guest speaker, related how he helped
remove the parasite, the white of the eye
stretching outward until it released its grip.
The ending, he reassured his listeners,
was a happy one.
“He’s fine.  He can still see,” Dr. Laman
said.
“If you’re going to work in a rain forest,
it helps if you’re not too skittish about the
various creepy crawlies,” he noted.
Dr. Laman was one of several alumni
who made presentations in conjunction with
the dedication of the new science center on
Friday, Oct. 8. The speakers were all gradu-
ates of the college’s science program who
have gone on to distinguished careers that
have built on their undergraduate prepara-
tion in a variety of ways.
Dr. Laman currently works as a freelance
photographer for National Geographic maga-
zine, and is a research associate in the
Ornithology Department of the Museum of
Comparative Zoology at Harvard
University.
He was pictured in the magazine in 1991,
shown using a bow and arrow rigged with
a line to allow him to get a rope into the
upper reaches of the rain forest canopy in
Borneo. Since his own first article about his
research in Borneo appeared in 1997, he has
had 11 features in the magazine, most
recently in the November 2004 issue.
His photographs have received recogni-
tion in various competitions, including the
BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year
(1998, 2001, 2002), Pictures of the Year
(1998), and Nature’s Best International
Photographic Awards (2001, 2003).  His
images have also been selected for National
Geographic’s “100 Best Photos” and “100 Best
Wildlife Photos” special publications.
Except for brief periods stateside, Dr.
Laman grew up in Japan. His parents are
the Rev Gordon ’56 and Evon Southland ’57
Laman, who spent more than 40 years there
as missionaries with the Reformed Church
in America.  He had attended a small inter-
national school, and wanted the same sort
of individual emphasis in college.  He also
already had an emphasis in mind.  His
parents’ alma mater fit on both counts.
“The idea of a huge university didn’t
really appeal to me.  I wanted to go some-
place that was more personal,” he said.
“And the other thing was that I had a strong
interest in biology, and the program here
sounded great.  I did look into a number of
other universities and colleges, but I didn’t
really find anything that seemed to rival
Hope in the science field, especially in
biology.”
Dr. Laman became involved with
research as a freshman, working with biolo-
gist Dr. Meredith Blackwell on how beetles
disperse slime mould spores.  It was a mile-
stone experience.
“She published a paper that I was a co-
author on.  It was a small note, but I got that
sense of discovery even as a freshman that I
had helped to learn something that wasn’t
known before,” he said.
He subsequently worked with three
other members of the biology faculty,
studying marsh birds with Dr. Eldon Greij,
snails and swimmer’s itch with Dr. Harvey
Blankespoor, and the relationship between
dehydration and the brain’s ability to
control body temperature with Dr.
Christopher Barney.
“As I’ve thought back on my Hope expe-
rience, if I had to single out the one thing
that was the most important, I think it
comes down to my undergraduate research
experiences,” Dr. Laman said.  “That was
the single most influential thing that’s
affected my career.”
His professors, in turn, remember him as
a stand-out student.
“Tim came to Hope College with a
strong interest and enthusiasm for biology
and a remarkable intellect that made him
stand out,” Dr. Greij recalled.
“He was interested in big questions and
still had this eye for detail and had what we
call in the business ’good hands’—he could
really do the work,” Dr. Barney said.
Even as an undergraduate, Dr. Laman
earned national recognition for his work.  In
the spring of 1983, he received the first-
place Frank G. Brooks award for excellence
in student research at the national conven-
tion of Beta Beta Beta, the national biological
honor society, for his work with Dr. Barney.
His variety of research experiences at
Hope suited his interest in a range of topics,
but in part made the prospect of graduate
work afterward daunting.  “I had a hard
time committing to a Ph.D. project because
of the idea of specializing so much,” he said.
He went on to Harvard, where he com-
pleted a Master of Science degree in
neurobiology.  He then shifted his focus,
and ultimately completed his doctorate in
tropical forest biology, conducting research
in Borneo.
In addition to biology, his interests
included photography, in which he is self-
taught.  He had received a grant for his
research from the National Geographic
Society while in graduate school, so he sub-
sequently visited the society and pitched a
story idea based on his work.  They took
him up on it, and he’s never looked back.
The mix of the pieces he’s published
reflect his diverse, and evolving, interests.
“Orangutans Hang Tough” (October 2003)
focuses on work conducted with his wife,
Dr. Cheryl Knott, who is a member of
Harvard’s biology faculty.  “Japan’s Winter
Wildlife” (January 2003) brought him back
to Japan shortly before his parents retired.
“Hotspots: Pacific Islands” (March 2003)
and “Hotspots: Philippines” (July 2002) con-
sider the endangered flora and fauna of
both areas.  “Wild Gliders of Borneo”
(October 2000) shared his research on the
island’s gliding vertebrates—a category that
includes squirrels, frogs, lizards and even a
species of snake.
His latest published work, “Fiji’s
Rainbow Reefs,” marks his first foray into
underwater photography, and builds on an
interest in scuba diving that began with his
research at inland Michigan lakes with Dr.
Blankespoor.
As he continues to marvel at the world’s
biodiversity, Dr. Laman is also concerned
for it.  He sees his work today as an oppor-
tunity to reach the public about both the
wonders and the worries in a way that more
traditional scholarly work can’t.
“I enjoy publishing scientific papers,” he
said.  “But inevitably if you work in rain
forests pretty much anywhere in the world
you’re going to see rain forest destruction.
And I felt more and more strongly that I
wanted to communicate what I was learn-
ing, what I was seeing, to a wider
audience.”
Tim Laman’s work today gives him an
opportunity to combine his passions and
interests in a way that he hadn’t yet envi-
sioned even as they became shaped during
his years at Hope.  As he spoke in October
to an audience that included many of the
current generation of Hope undergradu-
ates, he encouraged flexibility.
“Keep yourself open to the possibilities
of life.  Don’t limit yourself or be too pre-
conceived in your idea of what you can do,”
he said.
“I certainly had no idea when I left Hope
what I was going to be doing now,” Dr.
Laman said.  “But if you keep exploring
your interests and pursue what you have a
passion for, you will have a fulfilling and
satisfying life, and maybe be able to make a
contribution.”
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His training and biology and interest in photography have proven complementary for
Dr. Tim Laman ’83, whose work is featured regularly in National Geographic—
including the recent November issue.  He returned to campus this fall to share
reflections on his career experiences.
“Keep yourself open
to the possibilities 
of life.  Don’t limit 
yourself or be too
preconceived in your
idea of what you can
do.”
— Dr. Tim Laman ’83
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